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Summary 

 

As part of the Inner Relationship Focusing Program (IRF), all focusing certification candidates are 
asked to submit a project to deepen their understanding of IRF. I chose to deepen my understanding 
of the Focusing Process compelled by the idea of supporting Distant Process Focusers, Companions 
and Guides.  
 
Why?  
At some point during the certification program, I realized, because of Gina Cenciose’s feedback 
during one of my focusing sessions, that I could have done focusing for years before noticing that I 
was identified with something distancing and controlling my focusing process. In other words, I could 
have remained at a superficial level of connection with my inner world and not reap the transformative 
benefits of the focusing process.  
 
The main objective of the project is to explore the characteristics of distancing process and find the 
language and the gateways that can allow Distant Process focusers to be with felt senses and taste 
the gifts of life forward movements.  
 

How? 

The project timeline was divided into 5 phases: 
 

-    Phase 1 - Requesting Volunteers and Sending out the Questionnaire 

 The Questionnaire was sent to 110 participants, all enrolled in the year long focusing program. 
Forty of them filled it out (see Annex 1 - Email to Year Long Focusing Program Participants and 
Annex 2 - The Focusing Process Questionnaire, for details). 

 

-    Phase 2 - A 30-45 min Interview of Potential Distant Process Focusers 

 Sixteen Potential Distant Process focusers were Interviewed (see Annex 4 - The Interview of 
Distant or Potential Distant Process Focusers, for details). 

 

-    Phase 3 - A 45 min Guided Focusing Session followed by a 15-min exchange on Feedback 
and Tips 

 Thirteen interviews with Potential Distant Process focusers were conducted based on a protocol 
which included some IRF premises and other elements (e.g. specific invitations, specific lead in) 
that have helped me as a Distant Process focuser to find and be with felt senses (see Annex 5 - 
Protocol for the Guided Focusing Session and Annex 6 - Post Guided Focusing Session Questions 
and Feedback, for details). 

 

-    Phase 4 - Follow up with Guided Distant Process Focusers after at least 3 months 

 Six of the confirmed Distant Process focusers were interviewed and guided for a second time (see 
Annex 7 - Follow Up on Distant Process Focusers - Interview Questionnaire, for details). 

 

-    Phase 5 - Interview with Focusing Practitioners 

 Five focusing practitioners were interviewed having from 6 to 30 years of experience in guiding 
(see Annex 9 - The Interview of Inner Relationship Focusing Practitioners, for details). 
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The Questionnaire totalling 32 questions, was built to discriminate between Distant and Close 
Process focusers. Over the 40 participants: 
 

-  16 of them (40%) demonstrated a typical Distant Process (either having often or very often fuzzy 
images; an impression of veils or clouds separating them from their parts; scattered thoughts; 
subtle emotions or physical sensations; not feeling the emotions or being overwhelmed by them; 
an impression of feeling like a neutral observer; navigating through their process at a slow rhythm 
and verbalizing their inner journey with a low and monotone of voice (see Annex 3 - The Typical 
Answers of Distant Process Focusers, for details)); 

 

-  10 of them (25%) demonstrated a typical Close Process (either having often or very often sharp 
images; strong emotions and physical sensations; feeling overwhelmed; navigating their inner 
process with a fast rhythm and verbalizing their inner journey with a modulated tone of voice and 
frequent body movements); 

 

-   7 of them (17,5%) seemed to have neither a Distant nor a Close Process: they seemed to have a 
Mid Process – not distancing, not overwhelmed; 

 

-  The remaining 7 participants (17,5%) were classified as Potential Distant Process focusers 
because they responded ‘’Sometimes’’ so often in either direction that it was difficult to distinguish 
their type of Focusing Process. 

 

I also realized that some answers depended heavily on the participant’s focusing and presence 
practices (length of sessions, duration through time, frequency, quantity of partnerships…): especially 
for questions pertaining to the quality of their relationship with parts (e.g. questions 14 and 15); to the 
perception of Felt senses (question 18); and to the impacts of their focusing practice in their everyday 
life (questions 26 and 27). 
 

The Interview and the Guided sessions confirmed, as hoped, the discriminate effectiveness of the 
Questionnaire. However, if I had a chance to improve it, I would clarify the meaning of some words by 
adding some definitions to ensure more clarity and I would use a numerical scale for some questions 
to increase the range of precision in the answers received.  
 

The combined methods of interview, questionnaire and guided session enabled more accurate 
understanding of participants’ processes. A participant initially classified as a Potential Distant 
Process focuser by the Questionnaire was recognized as a Distant Process focuser after her/ his 
interview. Another participant classified as Potential Distant Process focuser after her/ his interview, 
was recognized as a Distant Process focuser after her/ his guided session. 
 

To illustrate the lessons learned and the insights gained during the guided sessions, I included some 
focusing excerpts. I also included some excerpts of a participant’s second guided session to 
underline that some important transformations can take place even after 3 months of using the 
personalized proposed focusing tips/invitations. 
  
The following table presents some of the proposed most helpful tips/invitations to support Distant 
Process focusers. Annex 8 details all the tips/invitations for each of the 4 stages of IRF as well as 
tips/ invitations before and after focusing sessions. 
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Tips 

Setting the intention and Paying attention 

Doing partnerships / Having companions 

Setting a pre-focusing agreement with your companions 

Inviting a particular situation 

Leading in physically by drumming/dancing/ movements according to the situation… 

Speaking at loud 

Describing more fully what is there, using warm words 

Feeling the body and the feet on the ground 

Touching yourself / being touched by your companion 

Inferring what might be there 

Identified language and posture/ movements 

Presence and bodily practices 

Invitations 

Take all the time needed… 

Take all the space needed… 

There might be something there observing …hiding … 

It might be worried… afraid… 

Maybe there is something having a preference for… 

While … 

We … 

Maybe there is one last important thing that the system would like to share … 

To increase my perspective on the Distant Process, five experienced focusing practitioners were 
interviewed; having from 6 to 30 years of guiding experience. They shared some of their most helpful 

tips /invitations which were included in Annex 8 and accompanied by an asterix (*). Their input also 

confirmed my assumptions: 

1) Distant Process focusers seem to need more time before deepening their relationships with their 
parts compared to Close Process focusers - up to double the length of time; 

2) Distant Process focusers are more prone to quit focusing compared to Close Process focusers 
and; 

3) Distant Process focusers can become less distant over time and seem to stabilize in a process that 
is nor Distant nor Close. 

Throughout this research, I personally came to the conclusion that focusing processes vary 
depending on people’s level of presence as well as on their frequency of focusing practice; and on 
the different types of layers and partial selves they encountered since the beginning of their focusing 
journey. It is like a dynamic spiral of lemniscates (or infinity (∞)): the more you walk the focusing path, 
the more you discover each inches, layers, and curves that bring their own unique challenges and 
gifts. Indeed, focusing is not only about trauma and pain, it is also about dreams, joy, gratitude, and 
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magic. Focusing is a way to come back home; a home full of mysteries and beauty. For me, the 
journey towards home was long. I went from feeling almost nothing of my inner world to developing 
awareness and deep love for my partial selves. 

This project is a way of giving back to the focusing community. It is an opportunity for me to support 

my fellow focusers on their journey as others have supported me in mine. I hope you gain insights 

and tools to continue on and enrich your focusing journey.   
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1. Background 
 

 

I was introduced to Inner Relationship Focusing (IRF) while learning Non-Violent Communication 
(NVC) during an introductory workshop in 2013 taught by Gina Cenciose. During this introductory 
workshop, I understood right away that I was trying to offer empathy while not being fully present to 
my inner world.  I started to engage in IRF with a one-year program in 2013. I liked it so much that I 
enrolled in the IRF Certification Program in 2014 to eventually teach IRF and share its benefits with 
others. 
 

During one week-end of the year-long program, Gina Cenciose was passing by while I was focusing 
with a companion and offered as a feedback: ‘’ There is something controlling your focusing 
process.’’. 
 

I was astonished, almost in shock, at the idea that this could be true. I was using and responding well 
to every invitation, noticing some felt senses and bodily sensations. I thought at that time, “If I’m 
identified with a controlling part, it is really good at pretending it is Presence’’. I was lost. I had been 
focusing with companions for almost a year now and I was confident in my process and in the level of 
my presence. I freaked out for a couple of weeks, wondering: 
 

-  How can I know who is leading my process while I am focusing? 

-  How can I welcome these parts if I can not hear, see or feel them? 

 

During this period of dismay and self doubt. I became conscious of every little detail in my solo 
focusing sessions and I realized that my process was a typical “Distant Process”. As a typical Distant 
Process focuser, I had parts that were actively distancing my feelings either before or as they arose. I 
was conscious of every thought, feeling and bodily sensation, but it felt like I was a storyteller 
disengaged from the story. It was like looking inside a home through the window; an outsider not 
really in contact with his inside life. 
 

I could have done focusing for years before noticing that I was identified with something distancing 

and controlling the focusing process. I could have stayed at a superficial level of relationship with my 

inner world and even been discouraged and stopped practicing focusing after a while. Gina 

Cenciose’s feedback was a turning point in my life. It was not easy to hear. I would even say it felt like 

part of my belief system came crashing down. All my focusing certitudes were gone. Yet, I know that 

Gina was confident in my capacity to hold space for this stepping stone in awareness. This 

opportunity to acknowledge my Distant Process focusing patterns has been a gift, an opening 

towards a richer more fulfilling connexion with my inner world. This project is a tribute to this gained 

awareness and aims to support other Distant Process focusers in their journey towards all 

encompassing inner love.  
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2. Objectives and Outcomes 
 

 

As I mentioned earlier, this project arises from the awareness of having been merged/identified with 
inner parts controlling my focusing process for about a year without noticing it myself or having it be 
noticed by my focusing partners. As a companion and focuser, at that time, I was mostly involved with 
Close Process focusers. This revelation raised certain questions:  
 

- How could I have supported myself to notice it? 

- How could I have supported my partners to better support my process? 

 

I started searching for information on Distant Process focusers. I found some basic information in the 
literature, from a time when Focusing was considered an experimental method, describing and giving 
some cues to help Distant Process focusers (Hinterkopf, 1998). Since, the definition of Distant 
Process has changed over time — from Too Distant (Leijssen, 1998, p. 135) to Exiled state (Purton, 
2004, p. 90) — let me share with you Ann Weiser Cornell’s definitions of Distant and Close Process 
focuser so that we can be on common ground. 
 

        Distant Process (out of touch): People who feel ‘’too little’’, who have trouble feeling in the body, 
who may intellectualize or doubt the process. In general, a person in Distant process needs help 
finding ‘’something’’. i.e., a felt sense (Cornell, The Focusing Teacher's Manual, 2008, p. 85). ‘’They 
need to come closer and might find their felt senses too vague to be helped by acknowledging, and 
needing simply to be described and stayed with’’ (Cornell, The Radical Acceptance of Everything - 
Living a Focusing Life, 2005, pp. 208-209).   
 

        Close Process (overwhelmed): People who feel ‘’too much’’, who may be very emotional or easily 
overwhelmed or fear their own emotional experience’’. In general, a person in Close Process needs 
help finding presence’’ (Cornell, The Focusing Teacher's Manual, 2008, p. 85). 
 

Ann Weiser Cornell also suggests a number of causes leading to Distant Process (Cornell, The 
Focusing Teacher's Manual, 2008, p. 95): 
 

1. Being unfamiliar with body feeling; 
2. Having an inner experience but not “counting’’ it; 
3. Identifying with a part that doesn’t want to feel anything, which is often connected with feeling 

unsafe in the session; 
 

I would add to these 3 potential causes, another one based on my own process as a Distant Process 
focuser: 
 

4. Identifying with a tangle of parts that does not want you to access feelings because it believes you 
will not survive if you are fully in contact with them. 

 

Ann Weiser Cornell also describes some of the difficulties Distant Process focusers may experience 
during their sessions (Cornell, The Focusing Teacher's Manual, 2008, pp. 96-100, 127, 142-150): 
 

- Feeling nothing or feeling something faint, vague, or subtle; 
- Experiencing something as hopping around or popping up; 
- Experiencing something as shy or hiding; 
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- Experiencing something as in the way or resisting; 

- Experiencing something as disappearing; 

- Experiencing something cold, hard, blocking. 

 

I designed this project with the following objectives: 
 

-    Support the Distant Process focusers in their solo focusing; 
-    Support the companions and guides of Distant Process focusers. 
 

I knew what supportive elements helped me while I was focusing alone or with companions. I wanted 
to explore their impacts on other Distant Process focusers while guiding them. I was also curious to 
interview them, and IRF practitioners as well, to find out about their own experience and what had 
been useful to them for deepening their inner relationships. At the end of this report, I will present 
some supporting practices in between focusing sessions as well as supporting elements for each of 
the 4 stages of the IRF process: 
 

-    Lead in (or coming in) stage; 
-    Contacting stage; 

-    Deepening stage; 

-    Lead out (or coming out) stage. 

 

The project design is presented in the following section (Section 3) in order to give you the overall 
picture. Section 4 presents the Questionnaire’s purpose as well as some proposed changes in the 
wording and format of certain questions that could allow for greater clarity in the harvest. The 
Questionnaire’s itself is attached in Annex 2. Annex 3 shows examples of how a typical Distant 
Process focuser can respond to these questions. In section 5 you can read the Interview objectives 
and its impacts as well as some proposed improvements. To understand how the Interviews were 
designed, consult Annex 4. Section 6 of the report explains the goals of the 45-min guided focusing 
sessions with the participants. Annex 5 informs you about the protocol that was followed during the 
guided sessions. It includes the premises on which IRF is based and some elements that have been 
very supportive for me as a Distant Process focuser. In Section 7, entitled ‘’Lessons learned / Insights 
from the Guided Focusing Sessions’’, you may be interested in reading excerpts from Distant Process 
focusers (participant A, B and C) guided focusing sessions.  After their guided session, each 
participant received personalized feedback and follow up interview which allowed us to compare their 
guided session to their usual focusing sessions. You might be curious to read the post guided session 
questions which are detailed in Annex 6. Some of these confirmed Distant Process focusers were 
interviewed and guided a second time, at least 3 months after their first session. Section 8 describes 
the follow up done with them while Annex 7 gives you the details on of the questions asked before the 
second guided session. In Section 9, you will find the excerpt of participant C’s second guided 
session and discover some important changes. 
 

Based on my own experience and all the insights gained during the interviews and guided sessions, I 
propose in Annex 8 some of the most useful tips and invitations to support Distant Process focusers. 
This section might be the most interesting for Distant Process focusers, companions and guides. In 
addition to these proposals, five experienced focusing practitioners were also interviewed. Their 
comments are presented in Section 10. Finally, you will find the conclusion as well as some open-
ended reflections in Section 11. Note that for added clarity, all the proposed changes pertaining to 
any section are colored in brown. 
 
Are you ready…to dive into Distant Process focusers perspectives and inner worlds?  
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3. Overall Design 
 

 

The main purpose of the project is to better understand the inner systems of Distant Process focusers 
and explore different elements that can better support their process. 
 
The timeline of the project was divided into 5 phases: 
-    Phase 1 - Request for participants and send out the Questionnaire; 

-    Phase 2 - A 30-45 min Interview of the participants of Potential Distant Process Focusers; 

-    Phase 3 - A 45 min Guided Focusing Session followed by a 15-min Tips/Feedback period; 

-    Phase 4 - Follow up with Guided Distant Process Focusers after at least 3 months; 
-    Phase 5 - Interview of Focusing Practitioners. 

 

The next paragraphs detail each phase and present some results as well. 
 

4. The Questionnaire and its Impacts 
 

 

After developing and validating the Questionnaire with few focusing friends during the spring of 2015, 

I needed volunteers. Therefore, in May 2015 and 2016, I sent out emails to Gina Cenciose’s first and 

second year long focusing program participants requesting volunteers. Ann Weiser Cornell kindly 

sent an email to her own IRF certification candidates on May 21, 2015. The emails contained a 

description of my project as well as its implications (scheduled follow ups, confidentiality policy) as 

well as a copy of the Questionnaire in attachment (see Annex 1, for the content of the email).  

A total of 110 focusers were invited to participate in the project. Out of these, 40 people filled 

out the Questionnaire (36%). 

I built the Questionnaire based on my own experience as a focuser and a companion. The final 

version, built to discriminate between Distant and Close Process focusers, included 32 questions (see 

Annex 2, for the content of the Questionnaire). 

- 4 contextual questions inquiring, for example, about their focusing practice (length of session, 

frequency, duration in time, …);  

- 21 questions inquiring about their typical focusing sessions relative to each IRF stage (lead in, 

contacting, deepening, and lead out);  

- 5 questions inquiring about the impact of their focusing practice in their lives; 

- 2 questions intended to schedule a potential Interview. 

 

I used numerical and qualitative scales questions as well as binary questions to determine 

participants’ type of process.  

For the contextual questions 2,3,4,9 and 28, I used a numerical scale.  
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4) What is the average length of your sessions? 

- Solo focusing:    20 min  30 min  45 min   more than 45 min 

- With 1 partner (dyad):   20 min  30 min  45 min   more than 45 min 

- With 2 partners (triad):   20 min  30 min  45 min   more than 45 min 

The participants responded clearly to this type of scale.  

For the typical focusing session questions 6 to 8, 10 and 11 to 25, I used a qualitative scale.  

6) What kinds of lead in do you do?  
- Rooting with a body scan:   Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often  
- Exercise (e.g. running, dancing ...):  Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Art (e.g. singing, drumming...):  Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- The work (i.e. Byron Katie):  Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Judgments (i.e. Jackaling):   Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 

 

For the questions pertaining to the impact of their focusing practice in their lives (questions 26 to 30), 

I used binary questions. 

26) Since you are focusing, is there any change in the process itself or in your habits or 
behaviors, or any movement or progression?  Yes   Not really 

- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 

For some questions, as you can see above with question 6 and 26, I also added a ‘’Please specify’’ 

section: 

- those regarding what comes up during the sessions (images, words, symbols, fogs, clouds, 

jumping from one thing to another – questions 8, 10 and 16);  

- what was the overall impression of their focusing practice (progression, changes in life – questions 

26 and 27) and  

- additional questions such as other presence practice or difference between solo and partnership 

focusing (questions 28, 29 and 30).  

Although I had tested the Questionnaire by submitting it to 2 focusing friends before my final edits, the 

ways in which participants answered made me realize that some improvements could be made:  

First, I received clarification questions pertaining to the meaning of some words, such as 

‘’Withholding’’ used in question 8 and ‘’Black out’’ used in question 16.  

Therefore, if I had to redo the Questionnaire, I would define some words in an annotation, for 

example 

* Black out: Similar to having the impression that your brain has been unplugged. 

Second, in some cases, the way the participant answered made it more difficult or not possible to 

distinguish the main pattern, like the following answer to question 6. 
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6) What kinds of lead in do you do?  
- Rooting with a body scan:    Never  X Sometimes   Often   Very often  
- Exercise (e.g. running, dancing ...):  Never  X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Art (e.g. singing, drumming...):  Never  X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- The work (i.e. Byron Katie):   Never  X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Judgments (i.e. Jackaling):  X Never    Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 

 

Therefore, if I had to redo the questionnaire, I would use a numerical scale and Question 6 would look 

like:  

6) What kinds of lead in do you do? (the sum of all the possibilities must equal 100% *) 
 

 % Precision, comment, specification 

- Body scan with rooting: 50 See tree roots, a mountain 

- Exercise (e.g. running, dancing ...): 30 Running and dancing 

- Art (e.g. singing, drumming...): 20 Drawing 

- The work (i.e. Byron Katie):  0  

- Judgments (i.e. Jackaling):  0  

- Other  0  

 
* For example, during the last week, or month, on 10 focusing sessions, you estimate that you did a lead in with a 
body scan for 5 out of them, 3 were started with an exercise and 2 started with a drawing. 

 

Using a numerical scale as proposed would have given more clarity and possibilities of reporting.  

Third, for some binary questions some participants did not comment specifically on the meaning of 

their ‘’Yes’’ or ‘’No’’. In other instances, some participants gave an elaborated answer in the “Please 

specify” section that was unclear to me.   

I therefore took note of all the unclear answers and asked specific questions during the Interviews to 
gain clarity. 
 
Fourth, I realized that some questions were more useful in distinguishing between a Distant or a 
Close Process: such as questions 8, 11, 16, 18, 20, 21 and 24.   
 
I also noticed that some answers depended on the focusing and presence practices (length, duration, 
frequency, partnerships) as it is an evolving process: especially for questions related to the 
relationship with parts such as questions 14 and 15; related to the Felt sense (question 18); and 
those related to the impacts in life of focusing practice (questions 26 and 27). 
 
The Questionnaire was able to distinguish between a Distant Process focuser and a Close Process 
focuser. However, it also appeared that the Questionnaire had a discriminant effectiveness as some 
answers were clearly more typical of Distant and Close processes. In some cases, the answers made 
it difficult to clearly distinguish if they were Distant Process focuser. Therefore, there were 4 
categories:  
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1) Typically, based on the questionnaire, Distant Process focuser often or very often have 
fuzzy images; veils or clouds; scattered thoughts; subtle emotions or physical sensations; not 
feeling the emotions or being overwhelmed; feeling like a neutral observer; with a slow 
rhythm, low and monotone of voice (see Annex 3, for the typical answers of a Distant Process 
focuser). Out of the 40 Questionnaires filled out, 16 of them or 40% had these typical 
answers. 

 
2) Typically, based on the questionnaire, Close Process focuser looked like having often or 

very often sharp images; strong emotions and physical sensations; feeling overwhelmed; with 
a fast rhythm and modulated tone of voice; and body movements. None of the typical close 
process focusers were interviewed. Out of the 40 Questionnaires filled out, 10 of them or 25% 
had these typical answers. 

 
3) Typically, based on the questionnaire, the Mid Process focuser looked like having a little bit 

of everything: often or very often images and words; sometime subtle and/or strong emotions 
and/or physical sensations; sometime feeling distant or overwhelmed; with a fast or a slow 
rhythm and monotone or modulated tone of voice. Out of the 40 Questionnaires filled out, 7 of 
them or 17,5% had these in between answers. 

 
4) For the others 7 (or 17,5%), their answers were not so typical of a Distant Process focuser. 

Therefore, some of them, called Potential Distant Process focusers looked like having 
images or words; with often or very often veils, or white or clouds; sometime strong emotions 
and physical sensations; with a slow rhythm and monotone voice and often feeling like a 
neutral observer.  

 

For those last categories, Mid Process and Potential Distant Process focusers the Interview was 

needed to further clarify their focusing process. 

 

5. The Interview and its Impacts 
 

 

The interview was needed to clarify some aspects of the participant answers in order to extract the 

participant preferences or what the participant was doing the most when it was unclear (as discussed 

above) or to clarify their focusing process.  

However, the Interview was primarily designed for the Distant Process focusers to ensure a more 

personalized approach for their guided focusing sessions (see Annex 4, for the content of the 

Interview). More questions were asked to have a history of their focusing practice for choosing 

different types of lead in and invitations based on both the Questionnaire and the Interview results; 

such as: 

 

- the major steps in their practice,  

- what helped or not,  

- their relationship with the distancing part(s).  

All these elements were asked to further categorize their focusing process with the guided focusing 

session and see also the discriminant effectiveness of the Questionnaire. For the Interview, I had 
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preferences to do it in person with the participant. However, I did some interviews over the phone, if 

there was a possibility to follow up with an in person guided focusing session.  

Based on the Questionnaire results, out of the 40 participants who filled out the Questionnaire, 

I interviewed 16 participants: 11 out of the 16 typical Distant Process focusers; 4 out of 7 

Potential Distant Process focusers and 1 out of the 7 Mid Process focusers.   

With the interview, I gained clarity on some Questionnaire’s answers. During the Interview, for 

some of those Potential Distant focusers, using ‘’Sometimes’’ meant up to 45% of the time and 

for ‘’Often’’ it varied from 26 up to 65% of the time. Therefore, by asking direct question on their 

typical focusing session I was able to distinguish 1 more Distant Process focuser from the 

Potential Distant Process focusers. However, for the rest of the Potential Distant Process 

focusers, it was still not so evident as they were still saying sometimes ‘’Yes’’ and sometimes 

‘’No’’. Therefore, for 2 of these 3 still Potential Distant Process focusers, I offered a guided 

session as I was able to guide them in person. 

With the Questionnaire and the Interview, I was expecting to see if Distant Process focusers were 

more inclined or not to stop focusing than Close Process focusers. To do so, I used the Questionnaire 

question no 26 about changes in life since focusing and the Interview questions no 1 about their story 

as a focuser and no 6 about something more to share (e.g. mornings or celebrations).  

However, if I had to redo the Interview, I would ask it more directly in adding the following 2 

questions: 

1) What brought you to focusing? 

 

 

2) Since you started the focusing program, is there any period you stop focusing for a while? If so, 

for how long in terms of weeks, months? If so, what were your feeling about your focusing 

sessions at that time? The context/ reason for stopping were? 

 

  

The proposed first question would help to measure the changes in life, sometimes even if people feel 

that there is no change it might also be because they do not remember where they were coming from. 

 

 

6. The 45 min Guided Focusing Session and its Impacts 
 

 

With the insights gained with the Interview, I tried out different types of lead in and some invitations 

that have been helpful to me in deepening my inner relationship in order to experiment with their 

impact on the quality of contact developed during a 45-minute guided focusing session (see Annex 5 

for the details of the proposed protocol).  

From those 16 participants Interviewed, I offered a guided focusing session to 13 of them. Ten 

classified as having a typical Distant Process based on the Questionnaire and the Interview. Two 

were still classified as Potential Distant Process focusers and one was still classified as having Mid 

Process after the Interview.  
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The guided session confirmed that all of those already classified by the Questionnaire and the 

Interview as Distant were having a Distant Process while guided (10 out of 10). The guided 

session also confirmed that one of the participants classified as of the Potential Distant 

Process was having a Distant Process (1 out of 2). The other participant classified as Potential 

Distant Process focuser was having a Mid Process while guided. The one participant classified 

as Mid Process was having a Mid Process while guided.  

Therefore, the Interview and the guided session confirmed the discriminant power of the 

Questionnaire.  

After the guided focusing session questions were asked to compare the process experienced during 

the guided focusing session to their usual focusing sessions. To compare their processes questions 

were asked such as their overall impression of the guided session, anything new or different, any 

awareness? (see Annex 6, for the details of the post guided focusing session questions). Feedback 

on the presence language, for example, and tips for each stage of the focusing session were also 

given to support their focusing practice. 

During the post guided session Interview, almost all the participants said that they were 

amazed by the difference between their usual session and the guided one. They were more 

able to stay with and be curious so that they felt more contact with what was there. 

 

The most common Feedback/ Tips I gave was about: 

o Physical Lead in 

o Talking at loud 

o Invite more 

o Presence has no preferences  

o Tone and rhythm, who is there? 

o Be your parts, let them talk and act through you 

o Felt gratitude? 

 

The most common comment afterwards was that the guided session has given them the 

willingness to do more focusing, as if it has stirred up their fire. They all said that a more 

physical Lead in made a difference from their point of view and that they will use it in their 

focusing sessions. They all appreciated the personalized feedback and the tips given. At the 

end of the Interview, almost all of them said that they were leaving with more confidence. 

 

I said almost because one participant, Participant B, left with something sad, thinking that it was not 

successful / it did not work. However, you will see in the Lessons Learned and Insights section below 

that a shift happened within the hours after the guided session. 

 

7. The Lessons Learned/ Insights from the Guided Focusing Sessions 
 

 

To illustrate some of the lessons learned and insights gained during the guided focusing sessions, I 

would like to present the case of 3 participants. 
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For confidentiality purposes and convenience, I present excerpts of guided focusing sessions along 

with an overall context to introduce the participant. Also for your convenience, the dialogue is color 

coded: in blue when I am speaking, in red when the focuser is speaking. 

7.1 Participant A: The first excerpt I would like to share concerns a person who had been doing solo 

focusing 1 or 2 times per month for about 20 min. The body scan was his way to Lead in the 

focusing session, and most of the time his starting invitation was ‘’I invite whatever wants to come 

up or What is there now’’. It is often more difficult, especially for a Distant Process focuser, to be 

with something when the invitation is vague or general. It is as if parts do not feel involved. 

Therefore, I suggested that he choose a particular situation to work with. After a couple of minutes, 

the participant chose to invite an image that had come up often in the past days. An image of one of 

his grandparents surrounded by a black cloud.  

Lead in: I suggested for the lead in that he walk fast or even run until he began to feel slightly 

breathless. The participant said that he preferred to do it sitting down. I thus suggested to do a sitting 

walk /run lead in at least for 5 min.  

After couple of minutes, I observed that the participant was almost doing mechanical movements. I 
said: ‘’While you are with something in you showing you your grand-parent with a black cloud…. See 
if you can be with all what would like to come through your body ... with all that is there…like the body 
reflecting all the intensity that is there.:.’’. After a couple of seconds his sitting walk was closer to a 
sitting run. 
 
After a few minutes at that faster rhythm, the participant was still silent. I said: ‘’ See if you would like 
to let it know out loud that you are feeling all the intensity that is there and that it can take all the time 
it needs to share with you what is there...’’.  Even, after this invitation of mine, the participant 
remained silent. I waited a little bit and said, ‘’While you are sitting there with something making you 
walk faster, there might be some physical sensations …. or maybe feelings… or thoughts …or 
something else that is there as well…’’ 
 
Making Contact: The participant answered: ‘’There is a kind of Fog ....’’ 
 

Lessons learned/ insights: This fog or incapacity to express parts is really typical of a Distant 
Process focuser. At one point or another during the focusing session it often happened. First, 
there is a tendency to stay silent for some times. This silence is however empty, it is not like 
being with or accompanying something. It is more like the person is totally lost or immersed in 
something that does not have thoughts, feelings, or sensations: it might come in different ways 
as a fog, a void etc. Therefore, it looks like nothing is happening…nothing is seen, felt or 
sensed. 

 
I invited the participant to acknowledge the fog by saying: ‘’I see you there as a fog and you can stay 
as long as you wish... ‘’ and the participant said it: ‘’I see you there as a fog ... ‘’ and all of a sudden, 
the walk stopped and a scene from the past appeared in a flash: a table, a desk, a window, a little 
child under the table ...That was a turning point….as I suggested that he stays with what was there 
and take his time to acknowledged it.  
 
Deepening the contact: The part that was presenting itself like a fog felt seen, recognized and 
welcomed so it gave access to some memories. 
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The participants said: ‘’ There's nothing for the child, it is like a hole…he is sitting alone ... he is 
playing with a ball...’’ 
 
I said: ‘’You are connected with something that is looking at the child and with the child itself as well. 
Both are there ...See if you would like to say hello to both…. and stay with them a little more…’’.  

 
Lessons learned/ insights: Typical of Distance Process focusers, there was something 
observing a scene from a distance not allowing access to what was there, particularly not 
giving access to feelings.  

 
The participant said: ‘’I hear… I hear the birds ... it is a relief…’’ and then a silence for a couple of 
minutes. ‘’I can feel the birds, the sun…. it is like an expansion …’’ 

 
Lessons learned/ insights: After acknowledging the observer, something else often appears 
to create a distraction. It often takes the form of a comfortable or peaceful ‘’relief’’ feeling. The 
focuser is taken over by something that has a preference for these feelings of ease and peace 
and has a tendency to want to stay there. 

 
I said: ‘’While you are with something observing the child, … with the child …. something else came 
that might have a preference for the birds and the sun…See if you can say hello and let it know that 
you can feel its preferences to stay with that feeling of expansion.’’  
 

Then the participant said: ‘’There is sadness… it is like a siphon, I can feel the energy pulling me 

down’’.  

I said: ‘’The child is showing you how much sad he is and something else is seeing it as a syphon… it 

might be afraid of you being pulling down by it…. ‘’  

The participant said: ‘’Yes, he is frightened, I can feel the sadness… and fear’’.  

After a couple of reflections and invitations to welcome what was afraid, the relationship with the little 

boy deepened and he showed us how alone and helpless he was feeling. Even though I guided that 

session almost a year and half ago, I still remember the feeling of peace, joy, and spaciousness felt 

by the participant. I was familiar with parts acting like they had no thoughts or no feelings but meeting 

parts that showed and transpired qualities of Presence was new to me. The preference and 

irresistible desire to stay in the feelings of ease and peace was a good hint for me, letting me know 

that the participant was with a part dismissing other feelings and parts — a child under the table and 

something else looking at it.  

Looking back on these reflections and invitations, I would change some of them. For this participant, 

the entrance into his focusing process was through images. Ann Weiser Cornell calls these types of 

focusers ‘’Imagers’’. ‘’There are people who find visual imagery easily, and who go there when invited 

to go into inner contact’’ (Cornell, The Radical Acceptance of Everything - Living a Focusing Life, 

2005). Even though the participant was able to connect to and unfold protected feelings and 

experience sensations of advancing through his focusing session. I could have invited the participant 

to, for example, take the posture of the child to better connect with the child part by suggesting the 

following invitation: 

 ‘’See if you can be with it even more by taking his (child) posture under the table’’  
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7.2 Participant B: Participant B was doing solo focusing about once a month. The body scan was 

her way to lead in focusing sessions and her first invitations were often about particular situations 

or events. 

During our guided session, the participant chose to invite a discussion that had happened at lunch 

time just before our focusing session. 

Lead in: I suggested that the participant push and tap her foot as if forcing someone to step back. As 

soon as I suggested it, I felt her resistance to do it. Then, a thought came to me. The participant might 

be more comfortable to push and tap with her back towards me. I said: ‘’ Maybe there is something 

that does not like that idea…see with it how it is for it if you push on the wall there instead’’. The 

participant said: ‘’Yes, it is better’’. I could have started the session by inviting the participant to stay 

there with that part and not doing the lead in as suggested. I did not, something in me wanted to 

follow the protocol: to start with a physical lead in.   

So, the participant started to do the pushing against the wall after saying its invitation: ‘’I invite all that 

want to be shared about the situation that happened over lunch’’. After a couple of minutes, I said: 

‘’While you are with the situation and pushing on the wall… feel all the energy in your legs and arms, 

your blood flow … all that is there ...’’. Then, the participant started to tap her foot on the ground as 

well. I said: ‘’ While you are with it, see if you would like to say to it that it can take all the place that it 

wants to ...’’. The pushing and the tapping increased. After a couple of minutes, the participant was 

still silent, so I said: ‘’ You are with your movements… all your body… and all that is there’’. 

The participant said: ‘’I do not feel rooted’’ 

I said: ‘’You are with something that says “I do not feel rooted” … and you can say that you hear it … 

and at the same time you can feel … the heat in your body, your feet on the ground, and there is 

nothing to do.… just to be there with all that is there’’. 

Silence …. 

I said, after some time: ‘’ While you are with the lunch situation… with your body, your feet…may be 

there is image, ... or symbols, or … thoughts as well’’. 

Silence... but the body movement changed, the participant was now balancing herself from side to 

side with her chin following the balancing movements as well. 

I said: ‘’While you are with your pushing movement something came in and it’s making you swing 

from one side to the other, chin included’’ 

Making Contact: The participant: ‘’ Yes… it does not want to’’ 

I said: ‘’You can tell it, out loud, that you feel that it does not want to’’.  

The participant said: ‘’I can feel that you do not want to’’ and the body started to shake like tremors. 

I said: ‘’ You can be with what does not want to and also with what is making you shake now, you 

have all the time ... nothing else to do but to be with all that is there’’. 

Silence… 

After a couple of minutes, I said: ‘’While you are with something that is saying I do not want to and 

something making your body shake, maybe you can let them know that they can speak through you’’. 
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The participant said: ‘’ I do not want ... I do not want ... ‘’ …  and then, the shaking increased… 

I said: ‘’You notice that while you let it speak through you, something is making your body shakes 

even more… and it can take… as long as it needs… to share more with you’’. 

Silence… 

I said: ‘’ It shows you how much it does not want to ‘’ 

The participant: ‘’Yes ...’’… silence…. 

I said: ‘’ It is so important for it that you take the full measure of how much it does not want to’’ 

Silence…and then the participant said: ‘’Yes, and …there is something else that does want it to go ... 

and something else is saying “Why?’’. 

Lessons learned/ insights: Typical of Distant Process focusers, there is a part in the 

background that does not want to feel the intensity of another part, the shaking in this case 

represents which has no voice yet and then a third part comes in, often questioning the 

pertinence of the process. Like an ally to the first part that says ‘’ I do not want to’’. 

I said: ‘’ They can all be there at the same time, there is nothing to do, just to be with. ... as if you 

could sit down with each of them’’. 

Sigh, silence ... ‘’ I’ll stay with what is there’’. Now this was a different silence… I could feel that it was 

full as the participant sat with all of it. Then all of a sudden, she started to stomp fiercely on the floor 

while holding her head in her hands. 

I said: ‘’While you are with something that does not want to…. And something asking ‘’Why’’, …. 

something is now tapping ... and your head is now holding in your hands… see if you can stay with it 

a little more and let it speak through you’’. 

The participant said: ‘’It goes to hide, it does not want to be there’’. 

I said: ‘’Maybe you can tell it that you hear it and that you feel how much it does not want to be there’’ 

The participant said: ‘’I want to go unnoticed ... I want to hide, not be there’’ 

I said: ‘’You might tell it that you can feel how much it wants you to hide, to go unnoticed’’ 

The participant said: ‘’I can feel how much you want me to go unnoticed… and after a couple of 

minutes she said: ‘’It does not work’’.  

I said: ‘’ Something says it does not work and something else wants so much that it works’’ Almost 

instantly, the tapping stopped. 

The participant said: ‘’Yes, something says ‘’Let you go’’ ... and something else does not dare to’’. 

The session was about to end so, I said: ‘’ And for the next 5 minutes there is all the time for that 

whole system to share an important thing before coming to a comfortable place to end the focusing 

session. ‘’ 

The participant said: ‘’Something is saying you did not dare and …there is sadness’’.  

Lessons learned/ insights: Feelings that come in at the end of a session are also common 

for a Distant Process focuser. Therefore, the Distant Process focusers often stay at the stage 
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of making contact during many focusing sessions before being able to deepen the contact with 

parts.  

Participant B’s way of entrance was thinking, the so-called ‘’Thinkers’’: ‘’There are people who are 

used to relying on a rational or cognitive approach to issues. When invited to sense inwardly, they will 

say things like, “It must be...” or “I’m sure it’s...” or “I think....” (Cornell, The Radical Acceptance of 

Everything - Living a Focusing Life, 2005). They are merged with parts that have lots of thoughts and 

words. I was not able to guide the participant in a way that could deepen her contact to her parts. The 

participant left with something feeling unsatisfied. Thinkers are often harder to work with as 

underlined in Ann’s book. Even though I did invite the participant to feel her feet on the ground and all 

the physical support she had. I realize now that I could have invited her to feel more of what was 

inside her body. The following invitations could have helped: 

‘’ Maybe you would like to feel inside your body if the word ‘’hide’’ fits’’. 

‘’ See if you would like to be with it in taking an hidden posture’’. 

I was struck by this session, not because of how long it took before connecting to a feeling, or by how 

much conflict and tension there was within but for two other reasons.  

First, the session seemed to be a perfect mirror of the lunch situation the participant had 

summarized to me before we started: something that did not dare to speak. I realized that 

something in her did not want to do the focusing session in front of others. There was a part 

that was struggling, wanting to dare but something scared to take that risk. 

Second, the participant and I were both present in a Focusing workshop that day. Although the 

participant did not feel her presence and did not consider her morning guided session as a 

success, what happened in the following hour amazed me. She arrived after lunch with a really 

funny T-shirt. Then during the afternoon check in she said something very funny and laughed 

out loud. What struck me, in light of the guided focusing session, was not the funny comments, 

nor the T-shirt or the laughs but the fact that it was the first time in 10 months that this 

participant dared to appear, to take her place in the group. I realized that something shifted 

even though it did not seem to during the guided focusing session. I will never forget that 

moment. 

This event supports my belief that whatever comes up during a focusing session it is what needed to 

come because Presence is always there. Everything appears in the way, in the place and with the 

intensity that it needs to be and it includes even the circumstances of the focusing session: the 

companion and even the surrounding elements that come while focusing as if it would not be the case 

Presence will not make you conscious/ aware of it. For example, if you hear during your focusing 

session a bell or a phone ringing or a shout, it is because you needed to hear it to support your 

focusing session. Otherwise, your presence will not have you notice it. 

7.3 Participant C: Participant C was doing solo focusing every day for 20 min. The body scan was 

her way to lead into the session and sometime she used art or dance as well. Her first invitations 

were often about some particular situation or event or about pain she felt in her body as well. The 

participant told me before the guided focusing session that even though she did lots of focusing, 

all her sessions looked alike. 

As a starting Invitation, the participant chose to invite her craving for food and another subject 

concerning something soothing that had happened at lunch time just before our focusing session. 
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Lead in: I suggested that the participant to take herself into her own arms and rock from her head to 

her feet while inviting everything that would like to be share about food cravings and feeling of being 

soothed. 

Making Contact: The participant accepted and after a couple of minutes of silence. 

The participant said: ‘’Something … a barrier there up in my brain ... and says ‘’ Don’t go there … 

keep on rocking you ... just rock you’’’’. 

I said: ‘’ You are with something that wants you to continue to rock’’ 

The participant said: ‘’ Yes… it is quite comfortable …in its tunnel ... feeling its breath, the rhythm, the 

heat, it is like a narrow vision ... it knows where to go … just continue to rock…’’ 

I said: ‘’You are with something that just wants to rock and something else that does not want to 

address the question of food cravings, both are there and you can stay with them as long as it is 

needed’’ 

The participant said: ‘’ Something else says it is not ok to stay there with both’’ and then silence. 

I said: ‘’ You are with something that says it's not ok maybe …it wants you to chose between them’’. 

The participant said: ‘’ No, it is more like it wants to be full ... one ... it does not want separate 

compartments, …. it worries it ... there's one out there and the other there and a barrier between... it 

says woo’’. 

I said: ‘’ While you are with the barrier, and something else that just want you to continue to rock, 

something else is looking at them and it tells you how worried it is to see them separated…. See if 

you would like to tell this part that you are feeling how worried it is and ... and that there is enough 

space in you for all of them ‘’. 

The participant said: ‘’ I feel how worried you are… and I feel the part that is blocking … and I take a 

moment to stay with’’. 

Silence  

After a couple of minutes, the participant said: ‘’ There is something that rises like a twist, a 

discomfort, like an impulse to do something else ... doing an activity’’. 

I said: ‘’ You are connected with something in your belly that twist …and it wants you to move ... to do 

something else … and you might want to let it know that you feel and hear it when it says that.’’ 

The participant said: ‘’ I say hello to you and know that you have all the space you need to be ‘’  

Deepening Contact: Silence and … ‘’ It's like a rope ... all tense and …sadness …’’. And with that 

acknowledgment, a slower pace set in.  

I said: ‘’ You are connected with a rope and something that is sad’’ 

The participant said: ‘’Yes… and at the same time, I am conscious ... there is a distance even with 

what weeps and there are other parts that went off to the beach.’’ … ‘’ It does not erase the picture, 

it's just distant.’’  

Lessons learned/ insights: Typical of Distant Process focusers, it is as if you see everything 

from the perspective of an observer not emotionally involved, indifferent. You do not feel 
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touched or close to some parts, you are not with what is there like if it were a child you were 

lovingly holding. 

I said: ‘’ You might want to tell it you feel its presence ... and recognize all its efforts to keep 

everything at distance’’  

The participant did it and then silence. 

I said: ‘’ At the same time there is nothing to do just to be there with all that is there and see what 

wants your attention’’.  

The participant said: ‘’It's the distancing part ... it says to come back to me, calm me ... it is like it 

wants me to recompose myself, not be lost in sadness’’  

I said: ‘’She wants your well being and see if you would like to tell it that you feel all the goodness of 

her intention’’.  

The participant said: ‘’Something in me is touched and something else is angry against that part’’. 

Lessons learned/ insights: That is a typical pattern: once the distancing part is seen, 

acknowledged, welcomed and recognized for her good intention and efforts, something is 

touched or moved. And it is often a turning point, deepening the contact with the part creating 

the distance as well as with other parts within. It is as if the door of our inner world opens. 

I said: ‘’Both are there …the part that want to protect you and the part that is angry… see if you would 

like to let them know that they can be equally there, they have all the space and time needed to share 

their experience with you, one at a time.’’ 

The participant said: “Something in me says ‘return to the beach or be with what is sad but not that… 

it’s cold ... it tastes like metal’ …and… it shows me how vibrant it is to be at the beach’’. …and then 

silence. 

I said: ‘’While you are with the part that wants to protect you, there is something that has a 

preference…you might want to let it know how much you can feel its preferences and how important it 

is for it that you stay with what is vibrant’’. 

The participant said: “Yes, it wants to decide where we are going, it knows’’. 

I said: ‘’You might want to let it know that you feel its determination.’’ 

The participant said: ‘’Yes, I can feel all its determination, it is clear ... it really wants to take all the 

place’’. 

I said: ‘’ It really wants you to feel good …, vibrant… it is its ideal’’. 

The participant said: ‘’Yes, but it's my ideal too...’’ and laughed and said ‘’ Now, I am able to see that 

it is a part that wants me to feel good…that is showing me the beach…’’ 

The participant said: ‘’Yes, …and there is something saying… ‘’We too are here …and I have a taste 

of being in a bad mood’’…….’’ 

I said: ‘’They are all there and they all have the space within you to be there at the same time’’ 

The participant said: ‘’It makes me shift my focus and I can feel the love for all of them, the beach, the 

rope, the moods…They are all there…’’ 
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For participant C, the entrance seemed to be through her physical body, the so-called 

‘’Physicalizers’’: ‘’Often trained in body awareness, these are people who can find elaborate details in 

their bodies, tracing a tension across a deltoid and down a trapezius... but don’t get what this has to 

do with emotional meaning in their lives’’ (Cornell, The Radical Acceptance of Everything - Living a 

Focusing Life, 2005). Similar to Kinesthetic people that learn and relate to the world through touch, 

movement, proprioception, and bodily feelings. 

This session made me appreciate how strongly a part can take over without being noticed… as if it 

becomes the focuser itself. I was amazed by how strong the preferences can be and by the fact that 

once recognized, it is as if the non-preferred parts are able to clearly show up because they can feel 

that there more room beside the preference.  

As I am writing these lines, a smile is emerging. Something in me is saying…’’That is radical 

acceptance of everything’’ and something in me is moved… I give it space and stay present to that 

sense of beauty. 

 

8. The Follow up with the Distant Process Focusers 
 

 

I decided to follow up with some of the program participants to see if the feedback and tips given a 

couple of months before were helpful in sustaining their focusing practice and in deepening their inner 

relationship. 

Due to schedule constraints, I interviewed (see Annex 7, for the content of the second interview) and 

guided for a second time 6 out of the 11 Distant Process focusers. I managed to meet with these 

participants on average 11 months after our first guided session. Some I meet only after 3 months 

while others I meet after 16 months.  

I had hypothesized that they would have increased the frequency at which they practiced 

focusing. The reality, as I then learned through the interview, was that most participants said 

that their life schedule did not allow for extra focusing sessions to be squeezed in.  

However, they had been using the tips and feedback offered and said that it made a difference 

in their capacity to “be with”. The most used tips were the physical lead in’s and the invitations 

welcoming the parts to take all the space and time needed (see Annex 8 for details). Some 

participants highlighted that parts were now showing up during the lead in, whereas in the first 

interview, these same people spent 75% of their session, or more, in the making contact stage 

unable to deepen the contact.  

 

Many acknowledged that their distancing parts were sometimes subtler than before, but the 

participants felt their awareness of these parts grew stronger. This exact phenomenon 

happened to me after Gina Cenciose’s feedback. As I was more vigilant /curious of distancing 

processes, I discovered a part that was adjusting my tone of voice during the focusing session 

so that I would not be aware of it controlling the process. It is like I was now able to see that 

part through its effort to change my voice. I had something tangible to see it through and 

therefore was better able to welcome it and say ‘’Hello, I know you are there, I can hear you in 

my tone of voice’’ and I stayed there curious and loving as long it needed to be. That was the 
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beginning of a relationship with that part, and so, other parts started to come, more vulnerable 

parts. They were feeling free to come because the process was not directed by distancing 

parts anymore. 

 

Even though participants claimed there was no huge change in the quantity or quality of their 

life challenges most of them agreed to say that their daily lives gained in flavor. They claimed 

to feel more in touch with their feelings and more conscious of what is alive in them at any 

moment.  

They also stated that they now have access to more vulnerable parts and that parts reveal 

themselves even before receiving an invitation.  The deepening contact stage represented now 

a more substantial part of their focusing session. The benefit being that in 20 minutes the 

participants could reach a depth equal to what was previously experimented in 45 minutes. 

The gain in efficiency is considerable.   

They added that a deeper sense of gratitude for the parts that manifested themselves was also 

emerging at the end of their focusing sessions.  A more connected sense of presence also 

helped them better taste the uniqueness of each session.  

I too am experiencing stronger, more wholesome gratitude and an increased lucidity regarding 

the uniqueness of every moment. If before my gratitude was somewhat mechanically 

delivered, now, it is emerging. Sometimes, parts even show me flowers or bow down in 

reverence as if they were saying thank you to me. 

Therefore, I was curious to see what the second guided session would be. I was expecting to see some 

changes and they were. They were still having Distant Process but were able to be with more and to 

have a deep contact with parts. I was surprised by the amplitude of the difference in their focusing 

sessions. Even the participant having the shorter period in between the guided focusing sessions (i.e. 

3 months) was able to be with all and had a Felt Sense (see participant C excerpt below). For me that 

guided session was incredible, like I was the witness of a reconciliation within, and of new possibilities. 

Something in me is still moved and honored to have witnessed it.  

I was also expecting to see fewer changes in the most recently guided (3 months after) than the last 

guided ones. A longer time lapse meant a longer period of experiencing with the given personalized 

feedback/tips while focusing. And it was the case and I would even say that the one after 16 months, 

no longer seemed to have a typical Distant Process at all during her second guided session. That was 

what I was experiencing as a Distant Process focuser in my own journey. As if the focusing process 

evolves toward a Mid process, a process without identification to something overwhelmed or distant. 

Therefore, I was curious to see if Inner Relationship Focusing Practitioners would have experienced 

the same in their practice.  

 

9. The Lessons Learned / Insights from the Follow up of Distant Process 
Focusers 

 
 

I would like to use the case of one participant to illustrate some of the lessons learned and the 

resulting transformations occurring for me in my way of guiding as well as for the participant, in her 
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focusing journey throughout this research project. I chose this participant because we both saw some 

important changes between her first and second guided focusing session, one session three months 

apart from the other.  

For confidentiality and convenience purposes, I will present excerpts of our sessions within an overall 

context. The dialogue is color coded: blue when I am speaking red when she is. 

9.1 Participant C: This participant was introduced to focusing one year ago and had been doing solo 

focusing every day for about 20 min. After our first and our second guided focusing session, her 

frequency of practice remained the same and the life challenges also remained constant. She 

mentioned however that she felt greater awareness relative to “what was alive inside her” during her 

focusing sessions. She also connected with a greater range of feelings. In addition, she has more 

space to welcome and be curious about every emerging part, the impact being that every session 

seemed unique. Inspired by our first guided session, the participant continued using a variety of lead 

in’s. These lead in’s often involved physical movements like playing music or dancing. She 

sometimes also led by recalling dreams she recently had. The participant was naturally inclined to 

use the tips/invitations I had offered to her as feedback, such as speaking out loud during the lead in, 

using specific “presence enhancing” wording such as ‘’ While I am with [part A] ...something else is 

…’’ and consciously listening and welcoming bodily sensations.  

During our first session, the participant showed little access to her feelings. However, in the second 

guided session, her initial invitation concerned the uncomfortable feelings she gets when she is 

heading back home. I saw there an evolution in her capacity to be aware and acknowledge her daily 

feelings. 

Lead in: For the lead in, I suggested that she sits on the floor and swing back and forth while inviting 

everything that would like to be shared about feeling uncomfortable to go back home. 

Right away something came up, there was no silence after the invitation as it was the case during her 

first session.  

 

The participant said: ‘’ There is a cloud …and …confusion and something else in my intestine...they 

are all there.’’. Amazing! The participant was able to sense and name different parts without needing 

my guidance. 

 

I offered no reflections nor invitations as the focuser seemed totally connected with what was moving 

in her: Silence 

 

The participant said: ‘’ Something is also excited, and it says ‘’ Yes, I am able to do this’’.  which is a 

change from 3 months ago, where her parts were saying ‘’ Why are you doing focusing again.’’ 

 

I said nothing: Silence 

The participant said: ‘’I can sense that there is some confusion, then something else is laughing and 

then something is caught in between frozen (seized in jelly) and something else shows me 

memories.’’. It was the first time I heard her tapping into sensations by herself.  

I said nothing: Silence 

The participant said: ‘’ Something in me says... … it does not want to go there… it is like vigilant.’’.  
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I said: ‘’ Maybe it is afraid to go there…with the memories and something frozen …  You may want to 

stay a little more with all of them.’’.  

The participant said: ‘’ Now there is something that is afraid.’’ During our first session, awareness of 

this afraid part came 30 to 45 minutes into the focusing session. This second time, not even 15 

minutes had passed and we were already in dialogue with it.  

Lessons learned/ insights: That is typical, a Distant Process focuser becomes less distant 

when he/she can recognize the distancing part for what it is. The focuser is not overwhelmed 

by this part and can access other parts simultaneously. 

I suggested: ‘’ Maybe you would like to let it talk through you and say ‘’I'm so afraid ...’’ reflecting its 

intensity and tone of voice. 

Lessons learned/ insights: I experienced the importance of matching the intensity of the 

parts that present themselves. The impact it has the part feels heard and seen in its intensity. I 

would say especially for a Distant Process focuser because often the tone of voice is low and 

monotone as everything is keeping at low profile. That is typical, once there is more trust, parts 

that were not showing up show up and it is as if they are more alive. 

The participant said: ‘’ It shows me how much it just feels frozen and wants to make itself as small as 

possible.’’ So not only were we in the deepening stage… we were with a vulnerable part instead of 

being only with protective or defensive parts. Three months ago, no vulnerable part showed itself. 

Lessons learned/ insights: Typically, for both Distant and Close Process focusers, vulnerable 

parts come in only if the protective and defensive parts have been acknowledged, often after 

many focusing sessions. However, in my experience, Distant Process focusers need more and 

longer focusing sessions than Close Process focusers to access these parts. I would say that 

the number of focusing sessions and length of time can be doubled. My close process focusers 

friends were able to have access to vulnerable parts after a 20-minutes in a session, whereas I 

was needing 40-45 minutes before these parts manifested themselves, even after 2 years of 

practice.   

Based on the insights I gained, I understand why Distant Process focusers are more inclined to quit 

focusing than Close Process focusers. Deepening the connection with protective and vulnerable parts 

brings much relief and peace to the individual as a whole. If it takes longer to connect with these 

parts, the incentive for practicing focusing is lessened.  

In addition to the lessons learned and insights gained, I noticed that some invitations were more 

useful than others for supporting me and other Distant Process focusers (see Annex 8, for details) 

and I was wondering about which ones focusing practitioners were using in their practice.   

 

10. The Interviews with Experienced Inner Relationship Focusing Practitioners 
 

My own journey as a focuser and focusing guide led me to wonder what other focusing guides would 

have to share concerning their most useful tips/invitations.  
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I chose 5 experienced focusing guides and had them revise my compilation of “most useful 

tips/invitations”. I then interviewed them to exchange about and enrich the compilation. The 

Practitioner Interviews, as presented in Annex 9, was designed to harvest each practitioner’s tips and 

invitations. 

- Definition of Distant Process Focusing  

- Experience and anecdotes of working with Distant Process focusers 

- Most useful tips/invitations 

 

The guiding experience of these practitioners varied between 6 to 30 years and the frequency of their 

guidance was between 2 to 12 people per week. Three of them personally identified as Close 

Process focusers and two of them as Distant Process focusers.  

 

I was surprised to see that 40% of the participants were Distant Process focusers. Most of my 

companions and friends are Close Process focusers, therefore, I was curious to hear other 

practitioners comment on this matter. 

 

Out of the 5 practitioners interviewed, the estimated percentage of Distant Process focusers 

composing their clientele varied from 30% to 50%. Only one of the practitioners had very low 

proportion (3%) of her clientele being Distant Process focusers. 

 

Therefore, it seems both from this project and from the practitioners’ Interview that Distant Process 

can represent a high proportion of people’s process. That saddened something in me as one of my 

assumptions was that Distant Process focusers are more inclined to quit focusing compared to Close 

Process focusers. Because if I had not witnessed through my companions and friends the benefits of 

focusing, the joy within, I would probably have stopped doing it.  

 

I asked two related questions to the practitioners - (excerpt from Annexe 9 entitled the Practitioners’ 

Interview) 

Q 9) How long in average would you say that it takes to a Distant Process focuser to deepen his or 
her relationship with the inner world compared to other types: within the same conditions (e.g.: 
focusing frequency, duration, feedback…)? If it is longer than other types, why is this so, from your 
point of view? 

4 out of 5 said ‘’Yes’’ it takes longer for Distant Process focusers to deepen their relationship 

with their inner world. The practitioner who dealt very little with Distant Process focusers 

answered that she had so few that it was difficult to answer. The time estimated to deepen 

inner relationships varied from one practitioner to another. One of them, a Distant Process 

focuser herself, said ‘’It took me more than a year before having a Felt sense and being seen 

by parts. Another said ‘’The time can be doubled before the relationships deepened’’. My 

personal experience attests to this; it took me more than a year to have a felt Sense and 

double the time for being in contact with more vulnerable parts if I compare my journey with my 

Close Process focusers friends. 
 

Q 10) Would you say that Distant Process focusers would be more inclined to quit focusing than other 
types? If they are more inclined to quit, why is this so, from your point of view?  
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5 out of 5 said ‘’Yes’’ Distant Process focusers might be more inclined to quit. One practitioner 

added ‘’Not by a big difference though’’ and another practitioner added ‘’It is particularly true if 

the Distant Process focusers do only solo focusing’’. I totally agree. Partnerships did make a 

huge difference for me; especially in my first years of focusing when I was not able to deepen 

my relationship with parts while focusing alone. Distant Process focusers might quit focusing 

because: 

 

1) they have no sense of gratefulness or release after a session.   

2) they need more time to reach a deepened connection with parts  

3) their impression that sessions resemble one another 
 

I was curious about their experience and what their most useful invitations/ tips were. Their most 

helpful tips/invitations were added to those proposed in Annex 8 marked by an asterix (*) as shown in 

the following table.  
 

Invitations Tips 

Take all the time needed 
Take all the space needed 

There might be something there hiding* 

We are with it as long it needs to 
 
 

Touching by you / by a companion 
Lower your expectations / be open/ curious 
Physical, standing up, lead in drum/dance… 

Describing more what is there, warmth words* 

Feeling the body and your feet on the ground 
Be the part, let it talk and live through you  

Having something to touch* 

Partnerships 
 

A final aspect I was curious about was the Process in itself. I was experiencing an evolution in my 
own Process since the beginning of my focusing journey and I was also seeing this evolution in my 
friends’ processes, as well as in some of the participants. Therefore, I asked the following question: 
 
Q 15) Would you say that their focusing Process could change over time, such as becoming neither 

Distant nor Close? 

 

5 out of 5 said ‘’Yes a Focusing Process might evolve in time”. One Distant Process 

practitioner said ‘’My Focusing now is less Distant than before, also, my distancing parts are 

not a problem any more as I have learned to work with them during Focusing and in my life… I 

still however identify as a Distant Process focuser’’. Another practitioner said that after years of 

balancing between Distant and Close she became a Mid Process focuser – neither Distant nor 

Close. I would add that Distant Process focusers needs favorable conditions in order for their 

Focusing Process to evolve, such as focusing often and on a regular basis, having focusing 

partnerships, having presence and bodily practices in between focusing sessions (see Annex 

8, for more favorable conditions). 

 

So, the practitioners all agreed that the Distant Process evolve over time. However, ‘’Does it change 

to become something else? Do I still consider my self as a Distant Process focuser?  

So much has been experienced since the beginning of my focusing practice. My sessions don’t 

feel or look like they used to. During my first two years of focusing, I was not moving at all, and 

I was not inviting in what was there. I was like a statue inside a bubble. Those first years, my 
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focusing sessions looked alike, conscious of everything but no emotions and no motions 

similar to what my Distant Process participants mentioned. I was not experiencing my feelings 

and my body at all. Now I am bodily expressing what is there, such as boxing and kicking for a 

while or even staying curled up for the entire duration of the focusing session.  

During those first years, I was doubting everything encountered during a focusing session even 

though during the session I had a felt sense. One of the practitioner said the same thing: ‘’Even 

If I was having felt sense during sessions, after 5 years, I was still doubting’’.  

Does the Process change to become something else? Based on my experience as a focuser 

and companion, I would say ‘’Yes’’. The greater the capacity for presence is the more we can 

be with everything that comes up. That is why it was so important to me to increase my 

presence by doing for example presence and bodily practices as suggested in Annex 8.  

Another friend of mine that I have accompanied for some time, had at first a Close Process 

while dealing with love issues. However, the Process seemed Distant while focusing with 

childhood issues.  

Therefore, I would add that the Process may also vary depending on the traumatic layers 

encountered or even depending on the subjects/themes touched. The inner world system might be 

built around the trauma. If the system thought that being overwhelmed by emotions was dangerous in 

some ways than the system might create protective and/or defensive parts to keep the emotions far 

away. It is like ‘’the Breath Holding Spells’’ where a baby loses consciousness while crying without 

sound overwhelmed by its emotions (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breath-holding_spell).  For my point 

of view, their emotions are so overwhelming that the reptilian brain takes over to breathe again as a 

mean of survival. Now that I have more capacity for presence, the protective/ defensive parts of the 

system allow me to sense the intensity of that part created by the trauma. Let me add that your 

capacity for presence might also depend on how you are focusing and who you are focusing with. It is 

like the difference between standing up or sitting down during focusing. Posture can cause a huge 

difference.  Sitting might call upon parts related to learning or to school. The choice of partner can 

also have a considerable impact. Unconsciously, one of your partners might trigger memories for 

parts of you related to your father or your mother for example. Having more than one companion is 

therefore preferable. 

From the practitioners’ interviews, I gained insights to add to this project and was able to confirm 
some of the assumptions that came to me as a focuser and a companion. It was a real pleasure as I 
enjoyed sharing with them and hearing their story.  
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11. Conclusion: Some Reflections about Distant Process Focusers 
 

 

Throughout this research project, some findings were confirmations of my hypotheses, other findings 

came as a surprise. What is sure is that every step of this research gave me the opportunity to learn 

and grow.   

I designed the first Questionnaire to help me discriminate between Distant and Close Process 

focusers and it did. On 40 participants: 16 of them (40%) demonstrated a typical Distant Process and 

10 of them (25%) demonstrated a typical Close Process. The discriminant effectiveness of the 

Questionnaire was confirmed by the Interview and the guided focusing sessions. 

I was surprised that, based on the Questionnaire, 7 participants (18%) showed signs of an ability to 

be present with their parts without being distant or overwhelmed: they were nor Distant nor Close 

Process focusers, hence, I classified them as Mid Process focusers.  

I realized that some words needed to be clarified and that using a numerical scale for some questions 
would have brought more clarity and offered greater accuracy. I noticed that some questions were 
more useful to distinguish between Distant and Close Process, and that some answers depended a 
lot on the focusing and presence practices (length, duration, frequency, partnerships) of the 
participants.  

Witnessing the evolution of their level of presence and true inner relationship with themselves moved 

me. The excerpt of participant C’s guided focusing session is a good example of this.  

 

I was surprised to find that the focusing practitioners I interviewed have 30 to 50% of their clientele 

who qualify as Distant Process focusers.  

 

I hoped the practitioners would add to the proposed tips and invitations intended to best support 

Distant Process focusers and they did. Annex 8 includes those additions (*). I would underline that 

these tips and invitations can also help Close Process focusers, with the exception of the invitation “to 

be the identified part” using identified language: ‘’I am sad’’ instead of a presence language 

‘’Something in me is sad’’. 

 

The practitioners also confirmed my assumptions, stating that: 

 

1) Distant Process focusers seem to need more time before deepening their relationships with their 

parts compared to Close Process focusers - up to double the length of time;  

 

2) An higher percentage of Distant Process focusers do not feel relieved after a session and are more 

prone to quit focusing compared to Close Process focusers, and 

  

3) Distant Process focusers can become less distant over time and can stabilize in a Process that is 

nor distant or close. 

 

Considering the increased awareness and helpful tips and invitation I use, I would like to conclude by 

addressing this one question: Do I still consider myself a Distant Process focuser?  
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Before answering, I wanted to mention that lately my sessions look alike. I am in touch with a part that 

feels nostalgia, who is freezing up with physical pain all over my body and that shares no words or 

images. I have no doubts that I am with a vulnerable partial self created at an early stage of life 

before language came in. This kind of partial self would have never come during my first years of 

focusing, too deep and vulnerable. As I write these lines, something in me feels touched and grateful.   

 

Awareness of my inner world increases every day. I see my ability to hold triggered parts and finding 

moments to make space and hear their concerns has increased. 

Because of focusing, I also see pain differently. Before, I just wanted to get rid of it. Now, I see pain 

as something in me calling my attention, craving for my presence. With focusing my understanding of 

the human body totally changed. At first, I saw the body as a wonderful machine, albeit still a 

machine. Now, as I am experiencing my body in a greater depth, I can appreciate how my body is 

‘’infused with life meaning, vital with purpose - interconnected web - of relationships, wise beyond 

logic and reason’’ (Cornell, The Radical Acceptance of Everything - Living a Focusing Life, 2005, p. 

225), a being of its own rhythm and intention.  

Focusing in not only about pain and trauma, it is also about dreams, joy, gratitude and about magic. 

As I write the word magic, something is showing me a moment, that I would like to share with you. 

I was focusing in a triad during a focusing workshop, inviting gratitude for one of my parts: a 

distancing part. Something in me showed up as an eagle - watchful and able to see far away, 

and an owl - watchful and able to see at 360°. I was touched by its way of telling me how much 

it was sharp and watchful … day and night. At the end, I felt its love protecting me…enabling 

me to breathe and survive. Something else happened during the triad feedback, at some point, 

there was a synchronicity, it was so strong that I had a crystalline laugh (not my usual laugh at 

all) and the impression that life itself was joyful to be living inside each of us in the triad. 

Because of focusing, I do not doubt life’s mysteries and magics anymore. Focusing allows you 

to dive into the magic of life. 

It has become a way of living more than a practice. I feel blessed to be in presence of my inner world 

and to feel love for all my partial selves more and more without preferences; what a gift it is to see 

life’s unfolding synchronicities. 

Do I still consider myself a Distant Process Focuser? If you had asked me this question at the 

beginning of my focusing practice, and even a year ago, I would have answered ‘’Yes’’, for sure.  

Nowadays, I am answering differently.  First, I would say that I am totally in agreement with Ann’s 

statement that “Categories are inherently limited, and are never as complex and subtle as the real 

person’’ (Cornell, The Radical Acceptance of Everything - Living a Focusing Life, 2005, p. 232). I 

would prefer to say that there is continuum in the dynamic spiral of a focusing process… with the Mid 

Process being the ideal focusing distance according to me and the teachings of Elfie Hinterkopf and 

Les Brunswick, in 1983 (Cornell, The Radical Acceptance of Everything - Living a Focusing Life, 

2005, p. 216). I now think that there is no type of focuser per se but there are people having Distant, 

Close or Mid Processes and that it might vary depending over time on people’s level of presence, 

their focusing practice and the traumatic layers encountered since and while focusing. So, I would say 

that I am the process. 

Finally, as a companion, I would add that ‘’Ultimately the journey of making the Focusing process 

one’s own will be different for each person, and the privilege of facilitating that journey will remain a 
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compelling one, calling on all our creativity, empathy, and improvisation’’ (Cornell, The Radical 

Acceptance of Everything - Living a Focusing Life, 2005, p. 232).  

 

I added that quote from Ann’s book because all those accompaniments have called upon my 

resources and it has been a real privilege to accompany all the participants of this project. I have 

been touched by their inner worlds and feel much gratitude for it.   

Focusing is a way to come back home, and for me it has been a long journey home, from feeling 

almost nothing to feeling the love of each of my inner children. I am less mystified by their 

appearance and love them all: the ones that I already know and the ones to come.  

This project was a way to give back what I have received: a way of expressing my gratitude to my 

mentors, Gina Cenciose and Ann Weiser Cornell as well as the focusing community and all my 

companions. It was an opportunity to support others in their journey as others have done for me.   

I would like to make this last offering as a token of my gratitude. I poem I like a lot and makes me 

think about Focusing that was written by Rumi, a Sufi poet of the 13th-century. Maybe while we are 

reading it… you would like to listen to the words and feel them within… and be with what come up. 

The Guest House 

This being human is a guest house. 
Every morning a new arrival. 

A joy, a depression, a meanness, 
some momentary awareness comes 

as an unexpected visitor. 

Welcome and entertain them all! 
Even if they are a crowd of sorrows, 

who violently sweep your house 
empty of its furniture, 

still, treat each guest honorably. 
He may be clearing you out 

for some new delight. 

The dark thought, the shame, the malice. 
meet them at the door laughing and invite them in. 

Be grateful for whatever comes. 
because each has been sent 

as a guide from beyond. 

— Jellaludin Rumi, 
translation by Coleman Barks 
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Annex 1 - Email to Focusing Year Long Program Participants 
 

 

Hello, 
 
This survey / questionnaire is part of my IRF Certification Program. The goal of my project is to 
investigate the distant process; to support the "distant focusers " in their solo focusing or the 
practitioners whose clients are distant focusers. The results of this survey are confidential. Only the 
compiled results will be sent to Gina Genciose and Ann Weiser Cornell. 
  
The survey has thirty multiple-choice questions and will only take a few minutes to fill out. It will allow 
me to infer what kind of focuser you are and according to the results you will be invited to participate 
in an interview and a focusing session personalized according to your results. 
  
The questionnaire is in Word format (* .docx). You can email me the file in Word or send me a scan of 
it. I would like if possible to have the electronic version by the end of June. That will give me time to 
compile the results and prepare the interviews and focusing sessions before the summer holidays. 
  
Thank you for your support for this project as your answers can make a difference. 
  
Thank you :) 
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Annex 2 - The Focusing Process Questionnaire 
 
 

Focusing Survey – What type of focuser are you? 

Date: _________________ 
Name: _________________ __________________ 
Email Address: __________________________________ 
Phone Number: ____________________ 
 
1) What level of training have you completed? 
 Introduction Program   Advanced Program   Certification Program 

 
2) How long have you been doing focusing?  
 1 year   2 years   3-4 years   5-6 years   > 6 years 
 

3) How often are you practicing focusing? 
- Solo focusing:  1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk   ≥ 5 times / wk 
- With 1 partner (dyad):  1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk  3-4 times / wk   ≥ 5 times / wk 
- With 2 partners (triad):  1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk   ≥ 5 times / wk  
 
4) What is the average length of your sessions? 
- Solo focusing:    20 min  30 min  45 min   more than 45 min 
- With 1 partner (dyad):   20 min  30 min  45 min   more than 45 min 
- With 2 partners (triad):   20 min  30 min  45 min   more than 45 min 
 
For the rest of the questionnaire, answer the questions based on your experience when you only 
focuser (e). If your answer to the question depends on whether you focus alone (e) or with a focusing 
partner, please note the differences and describe more specifically in the space provided to question 
number # 29. 
 

5) What positions do you use? 
 Stand up  Sitting on a chair  Sitting on the ground  All of them, according to the need 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
6) What kinds of lead in do you do?  
- Rooting with a body scan:    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often  
- Exercise (e.g. running, dancing ...): Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Art (e.g. singing, drumming...):  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- The work (i.e. Byron Katie):   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Judgments (i.e. Jackaling):   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
7) What kind of invitation do you do? 
- A recently situation    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- A duality lived for some time  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- A relationship    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- A dream     Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- A physical pain    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
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- What wants to come (i.e. no invite)  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 

 
8) During your sessions do you have? 
- Sharp images     Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often  
- Fuzzy images    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- A movie like     Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Scattered thoughts     Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Rush of thoughts     Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Strong emotions     Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Subtle emotions    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Subtle physical sensations    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Strong physical sensations    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Withholding physical sensations   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Symbols      Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Words      Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Sounds      Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Body movements    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
 
9) What proportion of your sessions is in the phase of? 
(10% means about 5 minutes on a 45-minute session, the sum of the four phases must equal 100%) 
- Lead in   10%   10-20%   20-30%   30-50%   50-75%   > 75% 
- Contacting  10%   10-20%   20-30%   30-50%   50-75%   > 75% 
- Deepening  10%   10-20%   20-30%   30-50%   50-75%   > 75% 
- Lead Out  10%   10-20%   20-30%   30-50%   50-75%   > 75% 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
10) During your sessions do you feel like? 
- Jumping from one physical sensation to another   Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Jumping from one emotion to another   Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- From one thought to another   Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- From one image to another   Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
11) Does it happen that something is showing you emotion without necessarily feeling the emotion 
itself?  Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
12)  Does it happen that you have an emotional feeling and it cut all of a sudden?  
  Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
13) Does it happen to see images paraded without feeling the emotion? 
  Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
14) Does it happen that you to feel linked / in relationship with parts? 
  Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
15) Does it happen that the part (people / character) are looking at you or you feel they know you're 
there?   Never   Sometimes   Often   Very often 
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16) Do your sessions involve? 
- Veils    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Clouds   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Blank    Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Limbs   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Black Out   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Yawning   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Emptiness   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Freezing   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often  
- Distancing   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
17)  Do your emotional feelings often occur at the end of the sessions? 

 Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
18) During your sessions do you experience a Felt sense (bodily emergence like a revelation, a 
surprise, a new meaning, a new awareness or knowledge of what is shown to you)? 

 Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
19) Do you feel that your sessions are similar with respect to one another, like déjà vu?  

 Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
20) During your sessions do you feel very close to the parts, like overwhelming?  

 Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
21) During your sessions do you feel far away from the parts, like a neutral observer?  

 Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
22) During your sessions do your emotions are difficult to feel or difficult to describe as if it is vague, 
uncertain, unclear? 

 Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
23) During your sessions do you feel that invitations come too soon, or that the feeling goes away or 
becomes blurred or fade or escape after the invitation? 

 Never  Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
24) Do your sessions involve? 
- slow rhythm process  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- fast rhythm process  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- low and monotone tone of voice  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- modulated tone of voice  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often  
- few words, images, feelings  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
 
25) At the end of your Focusing sessions do you have? 
- Gratitude   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Deep relaxation   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Lightness   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Joy   Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Peace, serenity  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Space  Never   Sometimes    Often   Very often 
 

26) Since you are focusing, is there any change in the process itself or in your habits or behaviors, or 
any movement or progression?  Yes   Not really 
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- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
27) Do you feel like blockages (or stagnation or even a sense of regression) in one or more area of 
your life?  Yes   Not really 
 
If so, do you feel that there is forward life movement after your focusing sessions, or the blockage 
disappeared? Please specify. 

 
 
 

If not, do you feel that the event changed or the persons around you changed or act differently? Please 
specify. 

 
 
 

 
28) Your frequency of other practices that sustain presence? 
- Self-empathy              1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk  ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Meditation                   1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk  ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Nature (e.g. walk)   1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk  ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Doing art (ex. music)   1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk  ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Michael Brown presence Process:   1 time   2 times   3 times  more than 3 times  
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
29) Do you notice differences in your sessions if you are focusing alone or with a partner? 
 Yes   Not really 

If so, please specify. 

 
 
 

 

30) Questions or comments you would like to do or say?  Yes   Not really 

If so, please specify. 

 
 
 

 

31) According to your results, you might be asked to participate in a 30 min interview, during which 

your results will be communicated, would you be interested?  Yes   No 

If so, what is your phone number when you are most easily reached: 

Home Phone: ____________ or Cell: ___________________ 

 

If so, what is the best time to reach you? 

 Morning, from 8:00 to 9:00 am 

 Lunch, from 12:00 to 1:00 pm 

 Afternoon, between 1:00 and 4:00 pm 
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 Evening, between 6:00 and 9:30 pm 

 Other, please specify _______________________ 

 

32) Based on your results you might also be invited to participate in a guided 45 minutes focusing 

session to experiment with different lead in or invitations, would you be interested?  Yes   No 

If so, what would be the best time for a 45 min focusing session? 

 Morning, from 8:00 to 9:00 am 

 Lunch, from 12:00 to 1:00 pm 

 Afternoon, between 1:00 and 4:00 pm 

 Evening, between 6:00 and 9:30 pm 

 Other, please specify _______________________ 

 

Thanks a lot, your participation means a lot and can make a difference. 
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Annex 3 - The Typical Answers of Distant Process Focusers 
 
 

This annex presents the typical answers of a Distant Process focuser. Some questions seem more discriminant 

than others and have been highlighted in yellow for your convenience. 

 
8) During your sessions do you have? 
- Sharp images    X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often  
- Fuzzy images    Never   Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
- A movie like    X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Scattered thoughts    Never   Sometimes   X Often   Very often 
- Rush of thoughts    X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Strong emotions    X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Subtle emotions    Never   Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
- Subtle physical sensations   Never   Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
- Strong physical sensations   X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Withholding physical sensations   Never   Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
- Symbols     X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Words      Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Sounds     X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Body movements   X Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
 
10) During your sessions do you feel like? 
- Jumping from one physical sensation to another   Never  X Sometimes  X Often    Very often 
- Jumping from one emotion to another  X Never  X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
- From one thought to another   Never  X Sometimes  X Often    Very often 
- From one image to another  X Never  X Sometimes  X Often    Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
11) Does it happen that something is showing you emotion without necessarily feeling the emotion 
itself?  Never   Sometimes  X Often  X Very often 
 
12)  Does it happen that you have an emotional feeling and it cut all of a sudden?  
  Never   Sometimes  X Often  X Very often 
 
13) Does it happen to see images paraded without feeling the emotion? 
  Never   Sometimes  X Often  X Very often 
 
14) Does it happen that you to feel linked / in relationship with parts? 
 X Never  X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
15) Does it happen that the part (people / character) are looking at you or you feel they know you're 
there?  X Never  X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
 
16) Do your sessions involve? 
- Veils    Never  X Sometimes    X Often  X Very often 
- Clouds   Never  X Sometimes    X Often  X Very often 
- Blank    Never  X Sometimes    X Often   Very often 
- Limbs   Never  X Sometimes    X Often   Very often 
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- Black Out   Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Yawning   Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often 
- Emptiness   Never  X Sometimes    X Often   Very often 
- Freezing   Never  X Sometimes     Often   Very often  
- Distancing   Never   Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
17)  Do your emotional feelings often occur at the end of the sessions? 

 Never X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
18) During your sessions do you experience a Felt sense (bodily emergence like a revelation, a 
surprise, a new meaning, a new awareness or knowledge of what is shown to you)? 

X Never X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
19) Do you feel that your sessions are similar with respect to one another, like déjà vu?  

 Never X Sometimes  X Often   Very often 
 
20) During your sessions do you feel very close to the parts, like overwhelming?  

X Never X Sometimes   Often   Very often 
 
21) During your sessions do you feel far away from the parts, like a neutral observer?  

 Never  Sometimes  X Often  X Very often 
 
22) During your sessions do your emotions are difficult to feel or difficult to describe as if it is vague, 
uncertain, unclear? 

 Never  Sometimes  X Often  X Very often 
 
23) During your sessions do you feel that invitations come too soon, or that the feeling goes away or 
becomes blurred or fade or escape after the invitation? 

 Never  Sometimes  X Often  X Very often 
 
24) Do your sessions involve? 
- slow rhythm process  Never   Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
- fast rhythm process X Never  X Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- low and monotone tone of voice  Never   Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
- modulated tone of voice X Never  X Sometimes    Often   Very often  
- few words, images, feelings  Never  X Sometimes   X Often  X Very often 
 
25) At the end of your Focusing sessions do you have? 
- Gratitude  X Never  X Sometimes   X Often   Very often 
- Deep relaxation  X Never  X Sometimes    Often   Very often 
- Lightness  X Never  X Sometimes   X Often   Very often 
- Joy  X Never  X Sometimes   X Often   Very often 
- Peace, serenity X Never  X Sometimes   X Often   Very often 
- Space X Never  X Sometimes   X Often   Very often 
 

26) Since you are focusing, is there any change in the process itself or in your habits or behaviors, or 
any movement or progression? X Yes  X Not really 

- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 
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27) Do you feel like blockages (or stagnation or even a sense of regression) in one or more area of 
your life? X Yes  X Not really 
 
If so, do you feel that there is forward life movement after your focusing sessions, or the blockage 
disappeared? Please specify. 

 
 
 

If not, do you feel that the event changed or the persons around you changed or act differently? Please 
specify. 

 
 
 

 
28) Your frequency of other practices that sustain presence? 
- Self-empathy             X 1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk  ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Meditation                  X 1-2 times / month   1-2 times / wk   3-4 times / wk  ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Nature (e.g. walk)  X 1-2 times / month  X 1-2 times / wk  X 3-4 times / wk  X ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Doing art (ex. music)  X 1-2 times / month  X 1-2 times / wk  X 3-4 times / wk  X ≥ 5 times / wk 
- Michael Brown presence Process:  X 1 time X 2 times   3 times  more than 3 times  
- Other (please specify) or comment to add precision to your answer 

 
 

 
29) Do you notice differences in your sessions if you are focusing alone or with a partner? 
X Yes  X Not really 

If so, please specify. 

 
 
 

 

30) Questions or comments you would like to do or say?  Yes   Not really 

If so, please specify. 
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Annex 4 - The Interview of Distant or Potential Distant Process Focusers 
 

 

Following the Questionnaire, some answers were clarified for some Potential Distant Process 
focuser. Particularly, if the ‘’Please specify’’ boxes were used, such as question 26, for example. In 
addition to these questions of clarification, the following questions were asked to all Potential Distant 
Process focusers.  
 
1) If you had to tell, summarize the major steps of your story as a Distant Process focuser, what 

would they be? 

 

 

 

2) Since you are focusing, are there any kinds of lead in, or invitations, or feedback that have 
particularly helped you get in touch with your emotions or feelings? If yes, which ones? 

 

 

 

3) Since you have been focusing, have there been other things that have particularly helped you get 
in touch with your emotions or feelings? 

 

 

 

4) During your sessions, have you met or felt like meeting a part that create distance? If yes, in what 
form / feeling do they create a distance (e.g. a veil, a fog, something subtle, like a presence, near 
the body (right or left side)?  

 

 

If so, how did it happen or what made this contact / link possible, in your opinion? 

 

5) If you had to suggest ways to do, suggestions to help distant focusers, which ones would that be? 

 

 

6) Other things you would like to share in terms of your process (e.g., difficulties or celebrations)?  
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Annex 5 - Protocol for the Guided Focusing Sessions 
 

 

 
All the participants were students in a year long focusing program. They were thus aware of the premises of Inner Relationship 
Focusing and the specific elements composing each stage of a focusing session as presented below. I included supporting elements 
in the protocol that had helped me deepen my inner relationship so that all the participants be aware of these supporting elements. 

Premises 
 

1) Presence is always there although it can be tinted (identified) with a part. Everything that happens in the focusing session is what 

was suppose to happen. Everything is perfect ... even if you feel like nothing has happened, something always happens. 

2) The vibration of our own voice reverberates in the body. Our parts hear and feel and can react to bring more precision to a thought, 

a feeling or a physical sensation. It is therefore preferable to say aloud everything that is there whether it is a thought, an emotion, 

a physical sensation, an image, a memory, etc.. 

3) We offer all the space and time needed for the parts to reveal themselves. All parts are welcomed equally - Presence has no 

preferences and not qualify or judge. - for example: It's ugly, uncomfortable, dangerous ... If there is a qualifier, then it is a sign that 

a part is speaking. 

4) It is Presence that transforms the inner dynamics put in place by conditioning and past experiences. 

There are four stages in a Focusing Session: 1. Lead in (Coming In); 2. Making Contact and Settling in; 3. Deepening Contact; 4. 

Lead out (Coming Out).  

 

LEAD IN (Coming In) 

This is the stage of connecting consciously with our sense of presence. We do not seek anything special, nothing has to happen, we 
do not even try to relax, just feel our body as it is here and now ... We taste the connection within by: 

•  Inviting • Bringing your awareness into our body • Sensing the space • Waiting until something comes 

The Protocol for the Distant or Potentially Distant Process focusers includes two supporting elements in the Lead In Stage: 

1) Physical Lead In: Focusers usually start the session standing or sitting in a lotus position, eyes closed. Experience shows that 

for many focusers sitting on a straight chair revives the conditionings experienced at school and therefore stimulates only some 
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parts rather than others during a session. To counteract the effect of distancing parts, I’ll invite the participants of this study to 

engage in a physical lead in; something that can make them breath heavily and fully connect to their bodies. I would like to 

demonstrate by these engaging and physical lead in’s, how impactful a lead in can be, especially for a Distant Process focuser. It 

might take even more than 10 minutes. For Close Process focusers, often a couple of minutes, standing up or sitting, suffice 

because they are already aware of their bodily sensations and feelings - which often are overwhelming. The physical lead in 

proposed will be inspired by the information collected during the Questionnaire, the Interview and by what the participant focuser 

would like to invite for their guided focusing session. I will also instruct each participant to take the time to feel their inner world 

while doing the physical movements and to observe all that is there (thoughts, images, feelings, sensations…) without wanting to 

change anything, taping into their breathe, sensing their heart beating and their own unique rhythm. 

 

2) Specific situation or event: Participant focusers will be asked to invite a specific situation or event instead of invite the general 

“What wants to be heard?” or “What is there now?”. This I believe will help go towards deeper contact with their inner world.  

 

MAKING CONTACT / SETTLE IN 

This is the stage in which we begin to sense what wants to have our attention and where we begin to develop a relationship with parts 
... as if we are approaching a child or a wild animal ... we proceed slowly, with curiosity…by: 

• Beginning to describe something • Acknowledging it • Finding the kind of contact it would like 

 
The Protocol for the Distant or Potential Distant Process focusers includes two supporting elements in the Making Contact/ Settling In 
Stage:  
 

1) Naming everything out loud: During the beginning of my focusing practice, I had the tendency to stay silent even when I was 
doing solo focusing. However, my friend Close focusers where speaking a lot. I realized that that tendency was probably a 
strategy of my distancing parts.  In fact, it is tricky because who choose to say things out loud some times and not in other times? 
In addition, what happens to the part that manifest itself as a thought, for example, and see that it is not named by speaking out 
loud? That it is not very helpful/ favorable for deepening the contact with our inner world during the focusing session. Therefore, 
all the participant focusers will be invited to say everything out loud during their guided focusing session.   
 

2) Changes in the rhythm, the voice: I instructed the participants to pay attention to their voice: its tone, its rhythm, its taste (warm, 
cold, indifferent). The taste of the tone of voice is very important to see who is speaking, often, distancing parts express 
themselves with no warmth at all. 
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DEEPENING CONTACT 
This is the stage where our parts learn to trust our presence, where a bond of trust is created and a relationship developed. As we dive 
into our inner world from the compassionate and loving quality of Presence, we learn to disidentify and discern between parts. 
Commonly, we’ll find a part of us that ‘’wants to…’’, another part that ‘’does not want to’’ and something another part stuck in the 
middle of the other two forming a triangle.   

•Settling down with It • Keeping It company • Sensing it in the body • Symbols emerging • Resonating and adjusting  

• Sensing Its point of view • Letting It know you hear…  see... feel it 

The Protocol for the Distant or Potentially Distant Process focusers includes supporting elements in the Deepening Contact Stage: 

The body: Close Process focusers known to have good awareness of their bodies, moving and gesturing during the focusing 
session. I, on the other hand, was not moving at all during my sessions, looking more like a statue. Focusing has taught me that it is 
important to sense the space within and around our bodies. It is difficult to create space to welcome our parts if we are not aware that 
we hold this space in us at all times.  Here is a good baking metaphor to explain what I mean: when making a cake, you need a bowl 
big enough to hold all the ingredients and enough space all around them to mix the batter. Therefore, in the deepening contact stage, 
I instructed the participants to pay attention to their bodies and the space herein, to feel free to move their bodies if an impulse to do 
so came up and to reground and reconnect to their sense of their presence to keep nourishing this spaciousness. 

LEAD OUT (Coming Out) 

The lead out is equally important to maintain the bond of trust and develop a deep relationship with our parts. It allows the focusing 
session to end smoothly in the same way a parent leaves the bedside of her child before he falls asleep.  

• Sensing into closure • Receiving and experiencing what has changed • Letting It know you’re willing to come back 
• Thanking • Bringing your awareness out 

The Protocol for the Distant or Potentially Distant Process focusers includes supporting elements in the Lead Out Stage: 

Gratitude: When parts have time to be heard and welcomed fully, they often exude a feeling of gratitude. However, when they are 
still testing their relationship with our presence and have not built a bond of trust and confidence, they may feel destabilized even 
frustrated during the lead out. Imagine the reaction of a child that just began speaking his first words, beginning to trust his capacity to 
form meaning with sound and then imagine an adult walks up to him and says: ‘’Sorry! no more time”. He might feel ... paralyzed, 
sad, destabilized? For this reason, the participants were instructed to remain very attentive and mindful at the end of their focusing 
session. Was there a feeling of gratitude emerging by itself or not? If there was none, then the lead out stage would include the 
acknowledgement of this fact and a little more time would be offered to be with what is there.  
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Annex 6 - Post Guided Focusing Session Questions and Feedback 
 

 

Following the guided focusing session, some questions were asked in order to evaluate the impact of 
the introduced elements on the quality of contact developed during the guided session compare to 
their usual session. 
 
1) If you compare this guided session to your usual focusing session, is there anything new or 

surprising? 

 

 

 

2) The lead in was different, was it helpful? If so, please how? 

 

 

 

3) In terms of invitations, was there any more helpful than others? If so, which ones? 

 

 

4) Is there something that you would like to celebrate in regard to your session? 

 

 

5) In looking back to your guided session, new awareness, what elements stay with you (you are 
leaving with)? 

 

 

6) In looking back to your guided session, I have the following feedback. 

This included elements on the quality of presence, the use of presence language, the used of 

invitations and their relevance. 

 

7) In looking back to your guided session, I would suggest the following tips for supporting your 
focusing practice. 

This included elements for each phase: the lead in, invitations during contacting and deepening and 

lead out as well as in between focusing sessions. 
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Annex 7 - Follow Up on Distant Process Focusers - Interview Questionnaire 
 

To know the impacts of the guided focusing session and the feedback and tips offered afterwards 
some of the participants were interviewed a second time at least 3 months after their guided focusing 
session. 

1) Date of guided session ____________ and summary of the Feedback and tips. 
 

 

2) If you had to tell, summarize the major steps, your story as a distant focuser, since your guided 
session, what would it be? Date of Second Interview ________. If the person says since that time I 
haven’t done a lot of focusing or I haven’t done any.  Ask is there any reason? 

 

 

3) Since that time, are there any changes in your focusing sessions/ practice? Frequency of Solo and 
partnerships sessions (ref Q3 Questionnaire) and changes into each stage of IRF (ref Questions 5, 6 
and 7 ... etc. of the Questionnaire) 

 

 

4) Since the guided session, did you used the suggested lead in, and/or invitations, and/or lead-out, 
as well as suggested means of integration (drawing, writings ...)? If yes, which ones?  

 

 

5) Based on the Feedback and Tips, were there other things that particularly helped you get in touch 
with your emotions or feeling since the guided session? Practice, Healing sessions or Workshops… 

 

 

6) Since that time, have you met or felt like meeting a party that create distance in your focusing 
sessions? If so, in what form / feeling do they create a distance (e.g. a veil, a fog, something 
subtle, like a presence near the body on the right or left side of it? If so, how did it happen or what 
made this contact / link possible, in your opinion? 

 

 

7) If you had to suggest ways to do, suggestions to help distant focusers, which ones would that be? 

 

 

8) Other things that you would like to share in terms of your process (e.g., difficulties or celebrations)? 

 

 

9) From this 2nd interview you what are you taking away with you?  
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Annex 8 -  Proposed Most Helpful Tips/ Invitations for Distant Process 
Focusers, Companions, and Guides 

 
  

 
The tips, reflections and invitations proposed in the following section are based on: 
 
- My experience as a Distant Process focuser and companion; 
- My mentors’ and companions’ feedback; 
- Insights acquired during this project;  
- Interviews with experienced focusing practitioners whose tips and invitations are identified below 

by an asterisk (*); 

 
Any of these reflections and invitations can be expressed by a guide, a companion or a focuser.  

I would like to underline that the most important element to build trust and deepen a relationship 
with partial selves is not related to the words expressed but to level of one’s presence. Taking 
pauses during the session to reground and tap into the compassionate energy of Presence opens 
the door to our inner world and to the magic of life. 

Choosing to do focusing with a companion can prove to be very helpful in maintaining our 
presence. The companion supports the focuser’s presence by reflecting what is said and by inviting 
what wants to be heard. He also helps cultivate the focuser’s awareness by giving feedback after 
the session.  

Before the Focusing Session – Tips / Reflections and Invitations in blue 

- Make the suggestion that the Distant Process focuser speak out loud  
- Make the suggestion that the Distant Process focuser record his/her sessions. Listening to the 

recordings helps us see whether we were identified or merging with a part. Listening to our 
recorded sessions can allow us to get a wider perspective of the dynamics of our inner world. 

- Make the suggestion that, if there is something that the focuser does not want to share out loud, 
to preserve his/her intimacy he/she can do like in the following example: 

 ‘’There is something showing me [an image or a memory] … and I am with it.’’ (i.e. naming the 
form without describing the content).  

‘’There is something showing me [an image or a memory] ...  and it does not want to say what it is 
out loud… and I see you showing me that memory.’’  

In doing so, that part might feel heard and respected. The trust that is built with one part will or can 
transfer to other parts, increasing their trust in our presence even if we were not speaking with them 
directly. Parts are like children; they are always listening and looking at what we say and do.   

I find it useful to reiterate my overarching motivation for doing focusing before every session.  I do 
focusing so I can be in relation with my inner world. I ask myself the question: ‘’Why am I choosing 
to do focusing today?’’. If my answer is “Because I would like my pain/ or suffering to disappear” I 
know that I’m identified to a part of me that has the agenda of finding inner peace. Some partial 
selves, as you may have noticed yourself, are very agile in pretending they are Presence and can 
drive the focusing session in the direction of their choice. In those times, take comfort in the fact 
that Presence is the underlying force that weaves our lives and that its transformative potential can 
come forth at any moment.  
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Lead In (Coming In) - Tips / Reflections and Invitations in blue 

Distant Process focusers can benefit greatly from having lead in’s that last 5 minutes and more. 
Taking this time to settle into their body and bringing awareness to their sense of presence will help 
diminish their tendency to distancing.  
 
To help guide their process: 
 
- Make the suggestion that the invitation be about a particular situation or event. A precise invitation 

helps parts to feel involved and reveal themselves. 
- Make the suggestion to write about the specific situation before inviting what wants to be heard 

about this situation or event. I have found that automatic writing works well in this case, write 

everything that comes to mind. Blurb out everything about the situation*.   

- Make the suggestion to “Jackal” about the specific situation or event. Jackaling is a Non-Violent 
Communication expression that means to let the triggered part(s) speak out as harshly as they 
need. Paying attention to body movements while jackaling can be a great source of information 

about one inner states*.  

- Make the suggestion of doing The Work® of Byron Katie. 
- Make the suggestion to massage their feet as a first step into the lead in*. 
 
Some Distant Process focusers at first might have a subtle impression that something (a part) is 
there but won’t name it until it becomes clearer. However, it is important to name things even if they 
are just impressions. Doing so helps them become clearer and increases their accessibility to our 
compassionate welcoming presence.  
 
Because Distance Process focusers have difficulty being conscious of their bodies:  
 
- Make the suggestion that they incorporate physical effort into their lead in such as rocking their 

body, static running, dancing or doing Whole Body Focusing. If physical movements are restricted, 

the focuser can increase his/her awareness by tapping his/her body*. It also helps to play an 

instrument. Percussions are particularly efficient for their grounding abilities. They help us tune 
into the heart of the earth. It is also possible to start a lead in by awakening the senses, for 
example by touching textured objects, using variable degrees of temperatures (warm and cold), 
introducing foods or odors (essential oils) are all examples of how to stimulate a Distant Process 

focuser*.  

 
The companion can support the focuser during the lead in by offering a variety of invitations: 
 
‘’While you are with your situation (whatever the person would like to invite) … See if you can also 
be with all your body ... with all that is there…using the body to reflect all the intensity that is there.’’ 
 
‘’While you are moving (or dancing or drumming…) … Maybe you can sense all the space within 
and around you … with all that wants to be expressed.’’ 
 
‘’While you are with your dream (whatever the person would like to invite) …. and pushing on the 
wall (or any other movement the focuser may be doing) … you might feel all the energy alive in 
your feet, legs, hips …’’. 
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Making Contact / Settling In - Tips / Reflections and Invitations in blue 

For Distant Process focusers, making contact often takes a good chunk of the session and once 
they have reach this stage, the focuser is not always able to deepen the contact. There are two 
elements that are very helpful to support the passage from making contact to deepening contact: 
Allowing and identifying the distancing parts. 

Allowing: 

Distant Process focuser parts need a lot of time and space before revealing themselves. In this 
regard, invitations like ‘’Take all the time you need’’ or ‘’Take all the space you need’’ or ‘’There is 
nothing to do … just be with what is there’’ are very helpful.  

 
‘’You are with a (fog or whatever is there) ... Maybe you can say to the fog ‘’I see you there as a 
(fog) and you can stay as long as you wish to. ‘’  
 

Identifying distancing parts: 

The Distant Process focusers often needs longer moments of silence after he/she has verbally 
shared his/her inner movements. The companion can help the focuser make contact with his/her 
parts by agreeing to adapt his/her rhythm of reflection to the focuser’s needs. A concrete actionable 
communication a Distant Process focuser can express to his/her companion could be: “Before 
offering me an invitation or a reflection, would you be willing to pause for 3 full breathes?” Adjusting 
together as needed for the following session. 

 
No thoughts, feelings, no sensations: Sometimes there are no thoughts, no images and no 
physical sensations.  
 
‘’ You are with something that says ‘’ There is nothing there ... ’’… You might want to let it know that 
you hear it …and… there might be something else there hiding … making sure that you feel 
nothing. ‘’ 
 
I realized also after some time that something in me was searching for something specific: 
 
‘’ While I am thinking of my situation with my daughter …something in me says….’’There is 
nothing’’…’’ and then I said ‘’ I hear you say … ‘’There is nothing’’’’ and I waited and said … 
‘’Maybe there is something seeking for something specific…’’ and then I waited…and it said ‘’Yes’’. 

 

Empty Silences: During an empty silence, you can feel the Distant Process focuser being 
separated from the thoughts, images, memories that come to him/her. There are no particular 
changes in facial expression.  There will most likely be more empty silences in the making contact 
stage because the level of intimacy and closeness required to “make contact” is a trigger signal for 
distancing parts. When faced with an empty silence, the following invitation is proposed. 
 
‘’ While you are with … (whatever came before the silence) ... Maybe there are also 
some…thoughts … images, …memories, …sensations… that are there as well. ‘’ 
 
Distance Process focusers often have difficulty describing what comes up as they are not use to 
doing so. The companion can support a Distant Process focuser to describe what he sees or feels 
by saying, for example: 
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‘’ You are with a (fog) .... and Maybe… if you stay with it a little more…. it might tell you how it 
would like to be described.’’  
 
‘’ You are with a (fog) .... Maybe you would like to let it know that you wonder what kind of (fog or 
whatever is there) it is.’’  
 
The focuser can say, for example: ‘’ I see you...  Would you like to let me know what kind of fog you 
are?’’ 

  
 
Mechanical ‘’Hello’’: Another way to know if there are any distancing parts, is the way the focuser 
reacts to what arises. If there is indifference, or a mechanical ‘’Hello’’, instead a welcoming 
‘’Helloooo’’, then you may want to invite the focuser to verify if there is a distancing part. For 
example: 
 
If the focuser says ‘’ There is something that is showing me a tighten rope.’’ and he/ she says a 
cold ‘’Hello’’ The companion can say ‘’ You might want to let it know that you see it …and… there 
might be something else there hiding … insuring that you feel nothing. ‘’ 
 
The companion can also invite the focuser to sense if it feels right or not to say ‘’Hello’’ if he /she 
senses in the facial expression and / or tone of voice that it is not a welcoming ‘’Hellooo’’.  
 
‘’Maybe there is also something there that does not want to say ‘’Hello’’.’’ 
 
The focuser itself can sometimes while saying ‘’Hello’’ feels that it does not feel right, or comes with 
a feeling of hypocrisy, or even something saying ‘’ You are saying ‘’Hello’’ but you do not want to 
say it.’’. Then, the following could be useful: 
 
‘’Maybe there is something that does not feel right to say ‘’Hello’’ and wait while enlarging your 
presence… feeling your feet on the ground and the welcoming warmth in your heart. 
 
 
Scene: Often, Distant Process focusers seem to tell a story or describe a scene in a movie like an 
of observer. Such as the following: 

If the focuser says: ‘’ I see a sad child under the table.’’ . The companion can say ‘’ While you are 
with the child (or him, or whatever is there) …. something else is there looking at the him… You 
might want to let it know that you see it observing the child…’’. The focuser can say: ‘’I see you 
looking at the child and … you can stay there as long as you want to’’ and wait. 
 
Taping into our bodily perception is key at this point. The reason for this is that the body shows 
greater sensitivity to the energy of distancing parts. For, example, there might be a sense of 
something observing inside of you, or an energy around the body itself:  
 
‘’ You are sensing that there is something observing, watching … See if you can sense where it is 
in your body?’’ 
 
 
Distractions: Some Distant Process focusers have a lot of thoughts, or very talkative parts. These 
are strategies to create distance. It is as if everything and anything pops up (thoughts, words, 
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images, sensations) to avoid deepening the contact to other more “vulnerable” parts. This 
phenomenon often appears at the beginning of the session and could persist throughout the 
session. It is useful in this situation to acknowledge what is there as a whole instead of 
acknowledging each thought/word/image/ sensation.  
 
If the focuser says: ‘’There is something saying ‘’You should not’’ and something else saying ‘’You 
should’’ and something else says ‘’Bullshit’’. The companion can say ‘’While you are with that fire in 
your chest…there are thoughts coming in… and maybe you would like to tell them that you hear.’’ 
 
 

Deepening Contact - Tips / Reflections and Invitations in blue 

For Distant Process focusers, deepening the contact is really difficult. The distancing parts are 
quick to block the connection or to create a distraction to avoid some other parts they qualified as 
“too fragile” or “too weak”. A distancing part’s sole purpose is to protect our inner system from pain 
and suffering. That is their way of helping us to survive.  In some inner systems however, 
distancing parts are overbearing. For example, some individuals aren’t able to cope with the feeling 
of anger, so the inner system represses it, making sure that it won’t be felt.  

In focusing, we aim to develop a relationship with the distancing parts. However, since it is really 
hard to sense those distancing parts at first … it is also hard to create a relationship with them. 

 

Identifying distancing parts: 

The potential for deep contact with our inner world usually is a great trigger for distancing parts 
who’s role in our system is to protect us from potential pains. Their strategies are varied in nature 
and intensity. They range from total black outs to stampedes of thoughts and images, from physical 
sensations to voice alterations. Distancing parts are often known to cut the uncomfortable feelings 
and redirect the focus of the session towards enjoyable sensations.  In this stage, feelings of 
expansion, light, joy, warmth, deep calm can be a doorway towards hiding distancing parts. When 
these enjoyable or distractive sensations happen, you may want to infer that a distancing part has 
come in to protect the system.  Here are examples of how the focuser and the companion can use 
reflections and invitations to better identify these distancing parts. 

 

Sudden disappearance of feelings: If the focuser says ‘’ The feeling is not there anymore.’’. The 
companion can say ‘’ You might want to take the time to sense if there is something else there that 
might be worried (or afraid…).’’. The focuser can say: ‘’ I noticed that the feeling disappeared 
suddenly… and there might be something else that might be worried’’ and wait. 

 
If the focuser says ‘’ While I am with the afraid little boy… something cuts the feeling… ‘’. The 
companion/guide may say: ‘’ While you are with the afraid little boy… and something else that cuts 
the feeling… while you are feeling your feet on the ground and all the warmth within... you might 
want to say ‘’Hello, I know you are there… ‘’ to this part that cuts the feeling.  

 

Bias toward good feelings: If the focuser says after being with something feeling sad: ‘’ I am now 
hearing the birds, I see light and feel expansion.’’. The companion can say ‘’ Maybe there is 
something that has a preference for the birds and the sun (or whatever is there) …See if you can 
let it know that you can feel its preferences to stay with the feeling of expansion (or any good 
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feelings).’’ The focuser can say: ‘’I can feel that you really prefer to stay with the birds and the sun 
and feeling the expansion.’’ and waits. 

 
How to help parts come closer:  
 

Full Silence: In the deepening contact stage, Distant Process focusers particularly are prone to 
engage in full silences because they are engaged / totally present with something. The atmosphere 
in the room becomes deeper, denser. The facial expressions and body movements mirror the inner 
world that is coming to life.  

As a companion of a Distant Process focusers, holding space in silence at this stage is a key 
supporting element to help parts to come closer. 

.  
Conscious identification: To allow parts to come closer I find it helpful to invite them to talk and 
act through me. I refer to it as conscious identification because I choose to be identified to the part 
that comes in. Examples of companion possible invitation: 
 
 ‘’ You are with something curled up …You might want to curl up and wait to see … it might have 
more to share.” 
 
 ‘’ There is something showing you a slave with a heavy burden… See if you can take its posture 
and be that slave with all the burdens it bears.’’ 
 
 ‘’ You are with something saying there is sadness…Maybe it would like you to say ‘’I am sad…so 
sad’’.’’ 
 
 
Warmth: Distancing parts are often experienced as indifferent or even cold in their energy. Using 
kinesthetic terms (warmth, softness) with an invitation has proven to be helpful. For example: 
 
If the focuser says “It feels like it is freezing’’. The companion can say ‘’ You might want to sense if 
it can feel some warmth within or You might want to say a warmth ‘’Hellooo’’? … ‘’. If not, then there 
is probably something hidden observing the part that came and/or directing the focusing process. If 
you know that these days you are with these types of vulnerable parts you can use candles or an 

open and safe fireplace while focusing*. 

 
If that is the case, it might be helpful for the focuser to move his/her body, grounding 
himself/herself. Inviting the focuser to apply physical contact on his/her limbs, shoulders, face or 
touching textured objects like the bark of a trees, a pet, a stuffed animal can be helpful. Putting a 
hand in a bowl of water can also support the connection to their presence as well as focusing along 
side plants, trees *.  

 
While: I like to use the conjunction ‘’While’’ in my invitations. I find it helps create space for 
simultaneous, sometimes contrasting actions to occur it feels inclusive. It did a big difference for me 
in my capacity to welcome everything without preferences.  
 
‘’ While you are with x… something else appeared ….’’ 
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Physical contact:  The focuser can put a hand on his/her heart if he/she feels something is alive 
there. I often do it, not only when the part is in my heart but also as a way to say to this something 
that I am with it, holding it with love. It is also possible for the companion to suggest physical 
contact through an invitation or, with explicit consent, to touch the focuser on the feet or the 

shoulders (pressing or squeezing them)* or putting a hand on the top head, or at the place where 

the feelings are felt in the body by the focuser*. Remember that a pre-focusing session agreement 

between focuser and companion is crucial in this context.  
 

‘’ While you are with the little sad girl…Maybe you can sense if she would like to be held by placing 
a hand on your heart.’’  
 
When sensing into and touching this part, the focuser may want to ensure that it is not another part 
that stepped in acting as the care taker and wants that part to feel better. If it is, it needs to be 
acknowledge too.  
 
 
We: Since Distant Process focusers sometimes feel separate from the whole, it can be helpful if the 
companion includes its presence to the focuser’s in the invitations: 
 
The companion can say ‘’ While We are with the little shy girl…Maybe you can sense if she would 
like to be held by placing a hand on your heart.’’  
 
 ‘’ Maybe you would like to let her know ....  that We are with her… feeling how much she suffers.’’. 
 
 
Underlying: Another essential element that I would like to share to deepen the relationship with 
distancing parts is the importance of recognizing their loving intention and all the efforts they put in 
protecting us.  
 
If the focuser says ‘’ It wants me (to recompose yourself for example) …  . The companion can say 
‘’You might want to tell it that you feel all the goodness of its intention…. and all the efforts it has 
put towards that all those years to hold on.’’ or ‘’ You might want to let it know that you can feel how 
much it cares for you…. And how hard it was for it to ensure your safety all those years.’’ 
 
Contacting: The final element which makes a huge difference when deepen the relationship with 
our inner world is to sense whether or not the parts are seeing or looking at us. Parts start 
acknowledging the focusers’ presence when they feel safe and trust that there is enough space to 
share what their experience are. The companion/ guide may say: 
 
‘’ While you are with (what is there)…. See if you can sense if it sees you.’’. If it does not sense you, 
it is a sign that your parts need more accompaniment and trust and more presence to develop a 
relationship. In this case, the focuser might want to infer that the part is still afraid or worried all the 
while increasing its level of presence. 

 
I want to stress the importance of reground ourselves in our presence at this stage. Feeling our 
body and the earth beneath our feet, sensing the space, the warmth or the freshness in and around 
us. To help us reground, we can also use a memory that brings up these qualities of Presence. My 
“go to” memory is the feeling I get when I encounter a little shy animal in nature, it brings me a 
sense of awe, gratitude and spaciousness. 
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Our level of presence is what really makes the difference from the way partial selves reveal 
themselves to the acceptance of everything in our inner world; in love with all that is there. 
 
Even if it is rarer for a Distance Process focuser, everyone is prone to become totally merged with 
their feelings and no longer able to enlarge their sense of presence. In certain contexts, it might be 
pertinent to, stop the focusing session before the end. If you do decide to stop earlier, I suggest 
doing a gentle Coming out as per below and to acknowledge whatever comes up relative to the fact 
that the process is stopping sooner. Afterwards, it would be good to regain more presence, such as 
to go for a walk in nature or other (see the section entitled: ‘’ After a Focusing Session or In 
between Sessions”).  
 
 

Coming Out - Tips / Reflections and Invitations in blue 

For Distant Process focusers, more vulnerable parts, if they come, often come late, almost at the 
end the focusing session. It is like taking care of a child that you have not seen for a while, you do 
not leave the house in a hurry, like if the sharing meant nothing. Therefore, the Coming out stage is 
even more important.  

- I suggest to those who are new to the focusing practice to allocate a good 10 minutes period to 
the coming out stage, particularly if you are a Distant Process focuser. Reserving this time to 
properly acknowledge the parts that showed up contributes greatly to building this trust between 
you and your parts. It tells the parts that their presence is meaningful.  

 
One invitation I find helpful in this stage is to speak to the larger system. Sensing into wholeness is 
appealing for my parts. It is as if it offers them more groundedness to be with all that is there.  
 
‘’ While I am with all that is there, I wonder if there is one last important thing that the system would 
like to share with me.’’  
 
Closing the session with care has a great impact on the quality of your inner relationships. Let them 
know you are willing to come back to hear them without making promises that you can not hold. It is 
true for all types of focusers (Distant or Close). However, it might be even more impactful for 
Distant Process focusers because their distancing/protective parts don’t trust that the inner system 
can survive our feelings.  
 
Say for example you are deeply touched by what has emerged during the focusing session, you 
sense that you’ve hit a turning point and have the intention of coming back to it in the next few 
days. You might be tempted to say something like:   
 
‘’ I will come back to this focusing place tomorrow (or in the next focusing session).’’  
 
However, something in your life schedule might have made it impossible for you to come back 
when you said you would. What can you do to make sure the parts don’t retract or lose confidence? 
Therefore, is preferable to say something precise, for example such as. 
 
‘’ I am grateful for all that came (you can name what came if you want to, parts like it) … and if you 
would like to come back in another focusing session you are welcome.’’ 
 
In addition, each session is unique. You can not know ahead of time which parts will manifest 
during a session. If these parts do not present themselves anew in the next few times, it could be 
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that there are other parts who need to more your attention. In the coming out stage, we usually 
thank the parts for showing up. However, for a Distant Process focuser, gratitude is not easily felt. 
Distant Process focuser parts can feel vulnerable and frustrated if we close the session when 
they’ve only begun to share who they are. Remember to not say thank you if you do not feel the 
gratitude inside. 
 
- It is suggested that you sense as you are coming to a closure if there is gratitude or not.  If there 

is none, then the following invitations are suggested: 
 
‘’ I am noticing that there is no gratitude yet… Maybe there is something not happy with the 
closure.’’  
 
‘’ You are noticing that there is no gratitude yet… Maybe you would like to sense if there is 
something important for the system to share before the closure.’’ 
 
If there is indeed something else, then: 
- It is suggested that the coming out stage include a time to acknowledge that part and follow with a 

general closure invitation: 
 
‘’ You are sensing that there is something not happy with the closure… Maybe you would like to 
invite it to let you know how it would like you to stay with it (or hold it) for the few hours to come.’’   
 
The part might share a gesture, a symbol, an image, a song to sing or listen to. In a variety of ways, 
it shows you how to best be with it during the hours to come. There are also times where it needs to 
be accompanied during the day or days to come. Therefore, you may also want to take a short 
moment amidst your busy to day to let them know that you are with it or with them (a tangle for 
example) or have an object to help you remember to them in between focusing sessions as 
suggested below. 
 
The suggestions I offer will have more impact if the focuser supports himself/herself with favorable 
conditions to increase his/her awareness and capacity for being present. Creating partnerships is 
one helpful condition as mentioned before. Settling/ remembering your intention just before the 
focusing session is another one. Focusing in a safe space is also another one but there are other 
conditions that can be integrated to everyday life as well.  
 

After the Focusing Session 

Here are other elements that can contribute in creating favorable conditions, to be integrated into 
everyday life. 

Noticing - Listen to your recordings and note the presence language you employed; the quality of 
your presence, the number of invitations, the impact of them on what is there; your tone of voice, 
your rhythm, any sudden changes in rhythm or humor, any parts that suddenly disappear, listen to 
what was said before a silence and after a silence, how parts emerge (protective, defensive, 
vulnerable). Listen to your companion’s feedback on those items. Notice your triggers in everyday 
life, when and how parts emerge. 

Remembering - After a focusing session it is useful to take some time to integrate. You can draw 
what was there, especially if you have been able to deepen the contact with a part. You can write 
what happened as parts might want you to forget the insights or new awareness that came. You 
can do a SoulCollage® or create something, like an effigy, representing what came. You can also 
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ask to receive a massage to stay in the bodily experience or wear something that will help you to 
remember like a special ring or wrist band. 

Caring - If the focusing session has been intense and you feel exhausted, you may want to take a 
salt bath, take supportive herbs, take a nap, be near a fire, take a walk in nature, etc. 

Honoring - In addition to taking care of yourself and remembering the parts that manifested, you 
may also want to honor what came by creating an altar, singing, dancing, writing or playing music 
for them. You might also want to create a ceremony to express your state of gratitude and joy, be 
creative in your own self expression of what is alive inside you. 

All these activities give a very important message to your parts: you care enough that you take time 
for them outside of focussing sessions. Like children, they will notice and be more willing to share 
and trust.  

Between Focusing Sessions 

The key element of this practice is Presence, an inextinguishable source of steady attention and 
love we all hold within.  

Let me offer a quick 2-3 minutes practice I find helpful to increase the ease of access to my inner 
presence.  

Just stop and sense how your inner world is. Voilà! As simple as that. 

 

There are other complementary practices to include in your daily life in between focusing practices:  

Presence Practice**  

-  ‘’The Presence Process’’ book by Michael Brown. This book has been a huge support for me; 

- Feeling all the fiery energy of your first and second chakra*;  
- Mindfulness meditation, dancing, playing or walking in nature;  
- Wake up with gratitude for the day to come and cultivate the intention of being present to what 

comes up and to keep consciously loving all of you, more than you already do; 
- Remembering what you are grateful for about yourself, about others, or about your day before 

falling asleep; 
- Embodying Presence’s qualities like spaciousness, peace, joy, love through meditative inquiries. I 

like to do this by asking myself ‘’How does love or joy (or whatever quality) live in me?’’. I then 
take the time to totally embody the chosen quality for as long as I want or can;  

- Whenever you live a moment of joy, unconditional love, or peace, etc., savor it conscientiously 
and let it penetrate your whole being.  

 
Bodily Practice - Increase the awareness of all your senses particularly your proprioception by 
doing bodily practice such as Yoga, Tai chi, Qi-Gong, massage, fascia therapy, Journey Dance®, 
Gymnastique Sensorielle®, Antigymnastique®. Have fun in including practices to play with your 
other senses as well as by experiencing with your 5 senses.   

Solitude - Offer yourself a moment of conscious solitude every day and maybe an annual retreat 
where you can just ‘’be” and feel all the life within you to rejoice in your own aloneness. 
 
Joy - Presence is joy, therefore, cultivate your joy by ensuring that everyday there is joy in your 
heart, nourish your soul in doing whatever creates joy in you, dancing, gardening, playing music, 
being around kids, contributing to someone else’s happiness.  
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Love - Presence is love, therefore, cultivate your love within by ensuring you live from your heart 
and soul, follow your intuition, moment by moment, and be with all of you in a caring way as a jewel 
in a lotus flower...unique and precious. 
 

** Ann Weiser Cornell now uses the term “Self-in-Presence” or “The ability to turn towards 

whatever is present in experiencing.”  
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Annex 9 -  The Interview of Inner Relationship Focusing Practitioners 
 

 

The proposed tips/invitations (Annex 9) are based on my limited experience of having a Distant Process and 
accompanying some Distant Process focusers. Therefore, to enrich the proposed tips/invitations, I decided to 
submit them to experienced focusing guides and to interview them as well. 
 

Name: _______________________________  
Date of sending the proposed tips/ invitations: ______________  Date of the Interview: ____________ 
 

1) Since when are a graduate of Inner Relationship Focusing Program (Year)? _______________________ 
2) Since when are you guiding people to Inner Relationship Focusing (Year)? ________________________ 
3) How many people are you guiding per week (Estimated frequency)? New ______Already Focusing_____ 
4) How many types of focusing Process there are (Distant, Close, Mental, Physical, Image, …)? __________ 
5) What is your definition of Distant Process focuser and the others?  
 

 

6) What type are you? _____________ 
7) How many of them have a Distant Process as Focuser (Estimated proportion or %)? _________________ 
8) If you had to compare the Distant one to other types of focusing Process what would be the major 

elements, from your point of view?  

 

9) How long in average would you say that it takes to a Distant Process focuser to deepen its relationship 
with its inner world compare to other types: within the same conditions (e.g.: focusing frequency, duration, 
feedback…)? If it is longer than other types, why is this so, from your point of view? 

 

10) Would you say that Distant Process focusers would be more inclined to quit focusing than other types? If 
they are more inclined to quit, why is this so, from your point of view?  

 

11) If you had to summarize your guiding experience / insights / turning points with them, what would it be? 

 

12) In your point of view, in light of the proposed tips/invitations, what are the most useful tips/ invitations in 
order to support their relationship with their inner world?  

 

13) Are there other tips/ invitations that you would like to share that have not been proposed in the document 
you received (e.g.: favorable conditions)?  

 

14) Is there anything else that you would like to share or recommend in order to support the Distant Process 
focusers /companions/ guides?  

 

15) If you had to describe the major steps for a Distant Process focuser, what would they be? Would you say 
that their focusing Process could change over time, such as becoming nor Distant nor Close? 
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